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Traditional black-box optimization searches a set of potential solutions for those optimizing 
the value of a function whose analytical or algebraic form is unknown or inexistent, 
but whose value can be queried for any input. Co-optimization is a generalization of 
this setting, in which fully evaluating a potential solution may require querying some 
function more than once, typically a very large number of times. When that’s the case, co-
optimization poses unique diﬃculties to designing and assessing algorithms. A generally-
applicable approach is to judge co-optimization algorithm performance via an aggregate 
over all possible functions in the problem domain. We establish formal deﬁnitions of such 
aggregate performance and then investigate the following questions concerning algorithm 
design: 1) are some algorithms strictly better than others? i.e. is there “free lunch”? 2) do 
optimal algorithms exist? and 3) if so, are they practical? We formally deﬁne free lunch 
and aggregate optimality of co-optimization algorithms and derive generic conditions for 
their existence. We review and explain prior (no) free lunch results from the perspective of 
these conditions; we also show how this framework can be used to bridge several ﬁelds of 
research, by allowing formalization of their various problems and views on performance. 
We then apply and extend the generic results in a context involving a particular type of 
co-optimization called worst-case optimization. In this context we show that there exist 
algorithms that are aggregately-optimal for any budget (allowed number of function calls) 
and any starting point (set of previously uncovered function call outcomes), and also non-
trivially strictly optimal for many budgets and starting points; moreover, we formalize 
the operation of such optimal algorithms and show that for certain domains, budgets 
and starting points this operation is equivalent to a simple procedure with tractable 
implementation—a ﬁrst-of-its-kind result for co-optimization.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the 
CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
1. Introduction
In traditional optimization the goal is to ﬁnd in a set of potential solutions the ones that optimize the value of a function; 
we say optimization is “black-box” if the function’s analytical or algebraic form is unknown or inexistent, but the function’s 
value can be queried for any input. Thus, determining whether one potential solution is better than another with respect to 
this goal involves only one function call per potential solution.
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0304-3975/© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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better than another, typically called a solution concept [2], may require a very large, possibly inﬁnite number of function 
calls. For instance, this may be the case if potential solutions perform differently under different circumstances, and in prac-
tice it is often computationally prohibitive or even impossible to evaluate all function calls corresponding to even a single 
potential solution and every possible circumstance. As a result, an algorithm attempting to tackle such a co-optimization 
problem can only access incomplete information when choosing: a) which function calls to make—the exploration mecha-
nism; and b) which potential solution looks best so far—the output mechanism. Since judging algorithms is typically based 
in some way on the potential solutions they output, assessing and comparing algorithm performance on a given function 
must also rely on incomplete information (apart from controlled research settings in which the function is a black-box only 
for the algorithm, but in fact analytically known to the researcher).
One way to make reliable performance comparisons under uncertainty is to aggregate over all possibilities for the unseen 
information [1]. Given such a notion of aggregate performance, the following questions are of immediate importance for 
designing high-performance co-optimization algorithms: 1) are some algorithms strictly better than others? 2) do optimal 
algorithms exist? and 3) if so, are they practical?
Most famously, the ﬁrst question has been answered ‘no’ for certain traditional optimization contexts [3–8], a type of 
result called “no free lunch”. By context we mean a speciﬁc combination of: solution concept, way of judging performance 
on a given function, method of aggregating over multiple functions, and any additional assumptions about the problem 
domain or the algorithms.
The ﬁrst question has also been answered ‘yes’ for certain contexts, both in traditional optimization [8–12] and in 
non-traditional co-optimization [1,13–15]. Many of the latter results [1,13,14] involved worst-case optimization, i.e. the 
solution concept of ﬁnding the potential solution with best worst-case performance, which is of interest to game theory 
[16], function approximation [17,18], constraint optimization [17,19], robust discreet optimization [20], various kinds of 
engineering design and optimization [21,22] and scheduling [23–25].
When the answer to the ﬁrst question is ‘no’, the answer to the second question is trivial: yes, all algorithms are 
aggregately-optimal. But if some algorithms are strictly better than others, meaning there is free lunch, then the sec-
ond question is more interesting. For traditional optimization, it has been studied extensively. For non-traditional co-
optimization, this question has been tackled only partially, via decomposition with respect to the two mechanisms forming 
the algorithm. Speciﬁcally, notions of optimal output mechanisms have been introduced for certain contexts [1,14,26,27]. 
However, these deﬁnitions were implicitly already based on assumptions of existence and tied to the speciﬁc context in 
which they were introduced in a way that didn’t make it obvious which properties of that context guaranteed the existence. 
Additionally, most of these works focused on theoretically specifying what an aggregately-optimal output mechanism would 
have to output. Only in one case involving worst-case optimization has the theoretical deﬁnition been shown equivalent to 
a simple, easy-to-implement procedure [27]. To the best of our knowledge, this is to date the only result pertaining to the 
third question and there is no work deﬁning or studying the existence and practicality of aggregately-optimal exploration 
mechanisms or complete algorithms for non-traditional co-optimization.
The goal of this paper is to ﬁll some of these gaps in two-fold fashion: ﬁrstly, to establish a co-optimization performance 
framework unifying prior work, exposing open questions and facilitating future studies of additional contexts; secondly, 
to determine, via application of this framework, the existence, nature and tractability of aggregately-optimal algorithms—
including exploration mechanisms—for worst-case optimization.
The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. The next two sections pursue the ﬁrst goal. In Section 2 we formalize 
co-optimization domains, problems, solution concepts and algorithms; we deﬁne worst-case optimization and show how it 
can be expressed as a co-optimization problem; we also show this for traditional single and multi-objective optimization 
and reinforcement learning, and make parallels to supervised machine learning. In Section 3 we formalize performance, 
free lunch and aggregate optimality and derive existence conditions; we link such notions for complete algorithms to the 
respective notions for the output and exploration mechanisms, and do so taking into account multiple possible budgets 
and starting points; we also exemplify how various views of performance can be instantiated from the framework and we 
explain, via the existence conditions, which context properties enabled prior results. Section 4 is a worst-case optimization 
study pursuing the second goal. Building upon the framework and results in Sections 2 and 3, we show a wide range 
of situations where it is easy to implement a worst-case co-optimization algorithm that is strictly aggregately-optimal for 
many budgets and starting points and this optimality is non-trivial, in that it consists of more than just avoiding duplicate 
function calls and exploiting lucky situations where the true worst-case performance of a potential solution is revealed. 
Section 5 provides discussion and conclusions. All proofs and tables summarizing notation are included in the accompanying 
supplementary materials.
2. Co-optimization framework
2.1. Domains and problems
Let us consider the real-world application described in [22] and summarized as follows. The design of large ships is 
concerned with building ships that are resilient to damages. Both the space of designs and the space of possible damages 
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that has as high a resilience as possible even when the damage that is worst for it occurs.
This is an example of a well-known optimization problem, called worst-case optimization, or ﬁnding the best worst-case, 
in which the goal is to ﬁnd an entity whose worst outcome across multiple test scenarios is as good as possible. Formally, 
consider a domain described by two sets P and T and a function f : P × T → V ⊆R. If min
t∈T f (ps, t) is guaranteed to exist for 
all ps ∈ P , for example if T or V is ﬁnite, we can deﬁne the function gmin( f ) : P → V , gmin( f )(ps) =min
t∈T f (ps, t). The max-
imin version of worst-case optimization is the problem of ﬁnding an element s ∈ P such that gmin( f )(s) ≥ gmin( f )(ps)
∀ps ∈ P . If s is guaranteed to exist, then the maximin problem can be rewritten as that of ﬁnding s ∈ P such that 
gmin( f )(s) = max
ps∈P gmin( f )(ps) = maxps∈P mint∈T f (ps, t). Suﬃcient conditions for the existence of the max include ﬁnite P or ﬁ-
nite V . When conditions allow, we can similarly deﬁne a minimax version, as well as maxiavg and miniavg problems that 
concern optimizing the average avg
t∈T
f (ps, t). We say the elements of P are potential solutions and the elements of T are
tests. We also say s is a solution (or actual solution or true solution).
In the ship design example, designs are potential solutions and damages are tests. The metric f gives the resilience 
of each design to each damage. The function gmin( f ) gives the resilience of a design to the damage it is least resilient 
to. A design is a solution if this resilience is best among all designs. Keep in mind though that it may be intractable or 
infeasible to actually compute values of gmin( f ), i.e. to assess the resilience of even a single design against all possible 
damages.
Worst-case optimization is an example of a large class of problems called co-search and co-optimization problems de-
ﬁned on an interactive domain. These notions have been initially formalized in [2]; see also [26,28,29] for variants of the 
formalization presented below and alternative terminology (see footnotes).
We deﬁne an interactive domain1 as a tuple 〈r, B1, B2, . . . , Br, M〉, where:
• r ∈N+ and  = 1, 2, . . . , r identify the roles in the domain;
• B is the entity set2 associated with role ;
• a tuple e = 〈b1, b2, . . . , br〉 ∈ E = B1 ×B2 × · · · ×Br represents an interaction3;
• M is the set of all metrics4 with signature M : E → V ⊆Rd , i.e. V is the set of all values that metrics in M can take;
• for e ∈ E , a tuple 〈e, M(e)〉 is called a measured interaction.
For example, the domains on which worst-case optimization can be formalized have r = 2, B1 = P , B2 = T , d = 1, V ⊆R, 
f ∈M = V P×T . More generically, interactive domains could allow for stochastic metrics; we do not consider such metrics 
in this paper.
Many different co-search problems can be deﬁned on the same interactive domain. We deﬁne such problems via two 
constructs:
• the space of potential solutions to the problem, a set S constructed from some of the entity sets;
• the solution concept C , a function that, given a metric M ∈M, partitions the space of potential solutions into solutions 
and non-solutions, i.e. C :M → (S → {true, false}).
We call a problem instance the coupling of a problem with a given metric M ∈ M that can be queried in black-box 
fashion.
Different types of potential solution spaces S can be deﬁned over the same domain. For instance S could be equal to 
one of the entity sets or it could be more complex in nature, such as the cross product of the entity sets or the set of 
subsets of one entity set. Additionally, different types of solution concepts can be deﬁned even over the same S . As deﬁned 
above, a solution concept is a very coarse notion. In practice, solution concepts are more ﬁne-grained, in that they specify, 
via some partial or total order on S , how some potential solutions are better than others. The maximal elements of such an 
order are then considered solutions. We call such a solution concept given by an ordering of S a co-optimization solution 
concept. We call a co-optimization problem a problem that has a co-optimization solution concept.
We consider more closely a class of co-optimization solution concepts that are deﬁned via a quality function. Suppose 
we have a function g that for any given metric assigns real values to potential solutions, i.e. g :M → (S →R). Then based 
on g we can deﬁne a solution concept C as follows: C(M)(s∗) = true⇔ g(M)(s∗) = opt
s∈S
g(M)(s), where opt is one of max or 
1 The phrase interactive domain is intended to convey the fact that the domain contains interactions. The domain itself does not interact with anything. 
This usage of the terminology is also unrelated to interactive evolution or human–computer interaction. Interactive domains have also been called multi-actor 
domains [26].
2 This has also been called a behavior set [2].
3 This has also been called an event [2].
4 Metrics have also been referred to as ﬁtness functions [1] or interaction functions [29]. We prefer the term metric to both of these, in order to avoid 
confusion on two fronts: ﬁrstly, many other concepts in our framework are formalized as functions; secondly, the term ﬁtness is used in evolutionary 
computation techniques, which can in fact be applied in interactive domains, but then ﬁtness typically does not equal the metric.
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almost total order on S (the antisymmetry condition of a total order is not guaranteed).
As already hinted, worst-case optimization can be instantiated as a co-optimization problem on the domain r = 2, B1 =
P , B2 = T , d = 1, V ⊆ R, M = V P×T . The potential solution space is S = B1 = P and the maximin solution concept is 
given by g = gmin and opt = max. Note that the elements of B2 = T are not used in the deﬁnition of S , but are used in 
the deﬁnition of C via M ∈M; they are referred to as tests, because they help test which elements of S are solutions and 
which are not; worst-case optimization is therefore an example of what’s called a test-based problem [29].
Traditional, single-objective optimization can also be instantiated from the generic framework as a co-optimization prob-
lem with S = E , d = 1 and a solution concept given via g(M) = M (well deﬁned, since g(M) : S → R, M : E → V ⊆ R and 
S = E ). In this case computing g(M)(s) for a given M and s requires a single call to M. Note also that in our framework we 
use the word problem to denote the pairing of a potential solution set S with a solution concept C for that S , so traditional 
single-objective optimization is a problem. Contrast this with the usage of the word in the ﬁeld of black-box complexity 
[30], where specifying a problem typically also includes a restriction to a subset of metrics M′ ⊂M.
Co-optimization problems are more diﬃcult than traditional optimization problems when g is prohibitively expensive to 
compute. For example, for worst-case optimization this can happen when B2 = T is inﬁnite or very large (since computing 
gmin involves taking the minimum over T ), or when assessing interactions via M is very costly, both of which are common 
in practice.
Multi-objective optimization can be instantiated as a co-optimization problem with a solution concept of ﬁnding a 
maximal element of a Pareto-dominance partial order. This can in fact be done in at least two ways: 1) r = 2, d = 1, 
M : B1 × B2 → R, S = B1 and the Pareto-dominance partial order over S where the elements of B2 represent the objec-
tives, i.e. ∀s, s′ ∈ S : s ≺ s′ ⇔ (∀t ∈ B2 : M(s, t) ≤ M(s′, t) ∧ ∃t∗ ∈ B2 : M(s, t∗) < M(s′, t∗)); and 2) r = 1, d > 1 representing 
the number of objectives, M : B1 → Rd , S = B1 and the standard Pareto-dominance partial order. The second formalism is 
closer to traditional multi-objective optimization, where d is implicitly assumed small enough that all objective values for 
a potential solution can actually be obtained, and the difference in computational cost between computing one objective 
versus all objectives is negligible. The ﬁrst formalism is more useful when the above assumption does not hold.
The reinforcement learning problem as described in [31] can be instantiated as a co-optimization problem as follows. 
Let r = 2, B2 a set of states, B1 a set of policies mapping any state into an action; applying an action in a state generates 
a new state. A metric M : B1 × B2 → R takes in a policy and a state, applies the policy to the state to obtain an action, 
then applies the action to the state to obtain a new state, and ﬁnally returns a reward associated with the new state (or 
possibly associated with the transition from the old state via the action to the new state). On top of M, we deﬁne a value 
function that also takes in a policy and a state and returns the expected long term cumulative reward of applying the policy 
an inﬁnite number of times starting from the given state, where rewards for future states are discounted by a given factor. 
Note that what we can query in black-box fashion is the metric M, not the value function. The space of potential solutions 
is S = B1 and the solution concept is ﬁnding a maximal element of the Pareto-dominance relationship induced by the value 
function on the policy space using states as objectives. Alternatively, a weaker version is ﬁnding the policy with the optimal 
expectation of the value function over all states, typically assuming uniform distribution over the states.
For extensive examples of other co-optimization or co-search problems, see [2,29]. Parallels can also be drawn between 
co-optimization and supervised machine learning. The predictive goals of classiﬁcation and regression are quite similar to a 
co-optimization maxiavg solution concept, where S = B1 = P is the set of predictors, B2 = T is the set of predictor inputs 
and the metric M = f gives a measure of correctness of a predictor’s output for a certain input. A key difference is that the 
metric is not given as a black-box that can be queried arbitrarily; rather, we can only compute f (ps, t) for t in a predeﬁned 
subset T ′ ⊂ T . In fact, one variation is to ﬁnd the predictor that optimizes the average over T \ T ′ rather than over the 
entire T .
Co-optimization has emerged out of the ﬁeld of coevolutionary algorithms [29], as a formalization of the types of prob-
lems such algorithms are often used to tackle. Consequently, some co-optimization works use evolutionary computation 
terminology, even though their message is in fact independent of the evolutionary metaphor. And co-optimization problems 
can and have been approached by other algorithmic means as well, such as co-optimization adapted gradient descent and 
simulated annealing [32] and reinforcement learning [31,33]. In the next section we formalize the operation of a generic 
co-search/co-optimization algorithm.
2.2. Algorithms
Unlike in traditional search/optimization, an algorithm attempting to solve a co-search/co-optimization problem must 
sample multiple spaces: the entity sets B1, . . . , Br , the cross product interaction set E , and the set of potential solutions S , 
whose construction from the sets B1, . . . , Br can vary in complexity. The effort required to draw samples from these spaces 
is considered negligible, and the cost of such co-search/co-optimization algorithms is typically deﬁned as the number of 
interactions measured via the metric M. We therefore adopt a view of co-search algorithms similar to that introduced in [1]
and formalized in [26].
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set of all possible histories, i.e. the set of all ﬁnite sequences with elements from E × V .
A co-search algorithm, A, consists of two functions:
• the exploration mechanism,6 exA :H× N → E ; it determines what interaction to assess next. The exploration mech-
anism takes as parameters the interactions assessed so far, their measurements, and the number n ∈ N of additional 
interactions that the algorithm plans to evaluate after the current one, called the budget; we denote the set of all 
exploration algorithms by X = EH×N
• the output mechanism,7 oA :H→ S; it determines what potential solution to return, given the assessed interactions 
and their measurements; we denote the set of all output mechanisms by O = SH .
We denote the set of all co-optimization algorithms by A =X ×O.
In the above, we have extended the deﬁnition of the exploration mechanism from [1,26] to take the remaining budget 
as a parameter. This modiﬁcation is motivated by prior work about free lunches in co-search, which showed that providing 
algorithms with knowledge about the way their performance will be judged can result in better performing algorithms 
[1,13–15,26,27].
The operation of an algorithm A = 〈exA, oA〉 with initial budget n on metric M is equivalent to:
 ← 0
H← 〈〉 // empty history
if queried, answer oA(H)
while ( < n) {
 ←  + 1
e ← exA(H,n− ) // exploration mechanism picks which interaction to evaluate,
// based on current history and remaining budget
compute M(e) // evaluate the interaction (compute its measurement)
H← H⊕ 〈e,M(e)〉 // add the interaction and its measurement to the history; ⊕ denotes
// adding an element at the end of a sequence
if queried, answer oA(H) // output mechanism picks potential solution to output for current history
}
To exemplify with the ship domain, where an interaction is a pair of a ship design and a damage scenario, the exploration 
mechanism could decide to pair the design from the last assessed interaction with a damage that this design had not yet 
been tested with; or it could choose a “new” design, i.e. one for which there are no respective interactions in the history, 
and pair it with some damage. The measurement of an interaction is the resilience of the design to the damage. Whenever 
invoked, the output mechanism would return a ship design considered likely to have a good worst-case resilience.
Note that unlike previous free lunch works we do not assume that the exploration mechanism returns only interac-
tions not already evaluated. Rather, we formalize what this means and throughout the paper investigate and discuss both 
exploration mechanisms that conform to this and ones that don’t. This is why we model histories as sequences: they 
may contain the same tuple more than once. But if we are dealing only with deterministic metrics, then any history in 
H ∈H must also obey the constraint that it cannot contain two tuples having the same interaction but different measure-
ments; i.e. ∀〈e, v〉, 〈e′, v ′〉 ∈ H: e = e′ ⇒ v = v ′ . Given a history H, we denote the set of all interactions that appear in H by 
E(H) = {e ∈ E |∃v ∈ V : 〈e, v〉 ∈ H}. We say that e ∈ E is a repeating interaction with respect to H if e ∈ E(H). If E is ﬁnite 
and H is an exhaustive history, meaning that all interactions in E appear in H, i.e. E(H) = E , then for any ex and n we 
must have that ex(H, n) is a repeating interaction—though this situation is unlikely to ever occur in practice. Therefore we 
denote by X nr = {ex ∈X |∀H ∈H, ∀n ∈N : E(H) = E ⇒ ex(H, n) ∈ E \ E(H)} the set of all non-revisiting exploration mecha-
nisms, i.e. ones that return only non-repeating interactions, except when impossible to do so. For non-exhaustive histories, 
intuition suggests that it is a waste of budget for exploration mechanisms to return repeating interactions when they could 
do otherwise. It is not obvious whether this holds generically for arbitrary domains, solution concepts and performance 
measures, but we do show it for the speciﬁc worst-case optimization context in Section 4. Moreover, there may be other 
circumstances making it expensive or impossible for exploration mechanisms to guarantee non-repeating interactions, such 
as stochasticity or bounded memory. We do not investigate either of these circumstances in the present work, but they are 
promising directions for future research.
A description of how coevolutionary algorithms ﬁt the above framework can be found in appendix D of [27]. Typical 
reinforcement learning algorithms, especially ones focused on learning “online”, might be formalized as follows. Given the 
reinforcement learning problem description in Section 2.1, the exploration mechanism returns an interaction involving a 
policy and a state. The policy is typically a new one, consisting of an adjustment of the last evaluated policy, based on 
5 This has also been called a sample [1], a trace [6] or simply a sequence [13].
6 This has also been called just an algorithm [1,13] or a search heuristic [13–15,26,27].
7 This has also been called a champion-selection rule [1], a champion selection function [13], a candidate selection function [13–15] or an output selection
[26,27].
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application of the action returned by the previous policy in the previous state to that state. While the output mechanism is 
not explicitly acknowledged, it can be considered to return the policy from the last evaluated interaction, since the methods 
used for adjusting the policy tend to have desirable properties such as convergence guarantees.
We add to our formalism the notion that an algorithm may start from any history Hs ∈ H, not just the empty one. 
The only change to our code snippet is to replace the line H ← 〈〉 with H ← Hs. We do this for two reasons: 1) it allows 
us to formalize the notion of an algorithm being stopped and then restarted; 2) for the speciﬁc context analyzed in Sec-
tion 4, determining the performance of an algorithm when starting from scratch requires being able to also determine the 
performance when starting from non-empty histories.
Note though that when we stop and restart an algorithm, the metric we are running on remains the same and thus 
there is a relationship between the history we (re)start from and the metric. In general, if we run an algorithm on some 
metric starting from a non-empty history, and we are dealing with deterministic metrics only, should the algorithm decide 
to re-evaluate an interaction already present in the history via the metric it is currently running on, it should observe the 
same value as that associated with the interaction in the history. We formalize this constraint via the notion of a metric 
being consistent with the history:
Deﬁnition 2.1. A metric M ∈M is consistent with history H ∈H if either H = 〈〉 (all metrics are consistent with the empty history) or 
H = 〈〈e1, v1〉, . . . , 〈e, v〉〉,  ∈ N+, e1, . . . , e ∈ E, v1, . . . , v ∈ V and M(e1) = v1, . . . , M(e) = v . We denote by Mc(H) ⊆M
the set of metrics consistent with history H.
When we run an algorithm starting from some history Hs we only do so on a metric consistent with Hs. This restriction is 
related to the notion of elimination of ﬁtness functions from [34] (the metrics not consistent with the history are eliminated).
Having introduced problems and algorithms, we now turn to performance. Note that a solution concept, be it coarse or 
ﬁne-grained, speciﬁes whether one potential solution is better than another. It does not by itself specify whether one algo-
rithm is better than another for problems with that solution concept. The next section introduces formalisms for algorithm 
performance that allow for meaningful algorithm comparisons.
3. Performance
Recall that an algorithm has three input parameters: the metric M, the budget n and the starting history Hs. Therefore, 
when we talk about the performance of an algorithm we must specify whether it is with respect to one or more metrics, 
one or more budgets and one or more starting histories. Additionally, while in our framework the solution concept is not 
an input to the algorithm, judging performance must be done from the perspective of some solution concept. In this paper 
we do not concern ourselves with performance of one algorithm with respect to multiple solution concepts, but we do 
investigate such performance across multiple metrics, budgets and starting histories.
Speciﬁcally, we differentiate between performance of an algorithm on a single problem instance and aggregate perfor-
mance of an algorithm on a set of problem instances; as the name suggests, the latter will be derived from the former 
using some sort of aggregation. Given the formalisms we have in place, what we mean here by a set of problem instances is 
ones that share the B1, . . . , Br , M, S and C , but differ in the actual M ∈M. Thus, once the problem to be solved is ﬁxed, 
we basically equate the notions of problem instance and metric, and therefore use the phrase single-metric performance
to denote performance on a single problem instance. When we talk about aggregate performance, we mean aggregating 
single-metric performance over some subset of M.
Later in this section we formalize the notion of single-metric performance and various ways in which it can be instan-
tiated, as well as the notion of aggregation. For now we provide some informal intuitions and motivations. There are two 
reasons why aggregate performance is important.
The ﬁrst is that often in real-world applications a certain problem must be solved multiple times under varying circum-
stances (i.e. different instances of the problem) and it would be costly, or perhaps unacceptable due to time constraints, 
to design a new algorithm for each circumstance. Instead, one would like to design the algorithm once and have it per-
form well in multiple circumstances. Aggregate performance formalizes this loose notion of an algorithm performing well 
“in general”. The meaning of this phrase can vary; for instance, we might prefer algorithms that perform very well under 
most circumstances even though they might occasionally perform very poorly, a preference which might be modeled by 
aggregating via average or expectation; or, we might prefer algorithms that guarantee a certain level of performance even 
when confronted with the worst possible circumstance, a preference which might be modeled by aggregating by taking the 
minimum/maximum. In classical algorithm theory, the latter has been more prevalent, but sometimes in practice algorithms 
with poorer worst-case guarantees are used because they have better average performance.
The second reason is the potential impossibility of knowing or comparing the single-metric performance of algorithms. 
If single-metric performance is deﬁned only by means of interactions already assessed by the algorithm, as is typically 
the case for traditional optimization, for instance best-so-far style performance, then this performance can be known and 
easily computed at any point during the run of the algorithm and is the same regardless of which of the potentially 
many metrics consistent with the history the algorithm is actually running on. This allows for easy comparison of different 
algorithms running on the same metric. But for many non-traditional co-search and co-optimization problems, single-metric 
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assessed. In empirical studies it is common for the researcher to have M in analytical form, and therefore be able to 
determine and compare single-metric performance of various algorithms on that M; but in real-world applications that is 
not the case and typically means that performance on a given problem instance cannot actually be known, especially if we 
do not have any extra information about the nature of M. For example, consider the maximin solution concept deﬁned in 
Section 2.1 applied to the ship design domain where M, the resilience of a design to a damage, is the result of a complex 
simulation and could be any M in M. Moreover, the number of possible damages is so large that it is impossible to 
evaluate the resilience of even a single design with respect to all damages. Consequently, at any point during the run of 
the algorithm, for any given design we only have its worst resilience over damages seen so far, which in turn is only an 
upper bound on the true worst resilience of that design. Aggregating over metrics removes the element of uncertainty. This 
may allow mathematically proving the relative ordering of aggregate algorithm performances without actually computing 
them—an important result, since the aggregates involved can be unfeasibly expensive to compute in practice.
The rest of this section is structured around three themes: 1) we deﬁne and analyze algorithm performance and opti-
mality using a divide-and-conquer approach along the two components of the algorithm, the output mechanism and the 
exploration mechanism; 2) we gradually reﬁne single-metric performance in principled fashion, acknowledging choices that 
can be made; and 3) we investigate aggregate optimality with respect to multiple budgets or histories. Throughout the 
section we also frame prior results and related research areas using the newly-introduced concepts.
• In Section 3.1 we formalize the notion of single-metric algorithm performance and how aggregate performance is 
derived from it; we use the latter to deﬁne algorithm free lunch and what it means for an algorithm to be aggregately-
optimal, and formulate a necessary and suﬃcient condition for the existence of the latter, for a given budget and starting 
history.
• In Section 3.2 we discuss how single-metric algorithm performance might be instantiated. In particular, we introduce 
a way of attaching a notion of single-metric performance to the output mechanism, and then instantiate single-metric 
algorithm performance as a function of it. Output mechanism performance is formalized independently of any explo-
ration mechanism. This also allows us to deﬁne aggregate performance, free lunch and aggregate optimality of output 
mechanisms.
• In Section 3.3 we show how, for certain aggregation methods, aggregate algorithm performance can be expressed as a 
function of aggregate output mechanism performance.
• In Section 3.4 we deﬁne notions of aggregate performance, free lunch and aggregate optimality for exploration mecha-
nisms, in relation to a given output mechanism. We then derive a necessary and suﬃcient condition for the existence 
of exploration mechanisms that are aggregately-optimal for a given output mechanism, budget and any starting history.
• In Section 3.5 we show how an algorithm aggregately-optimal for a given budget and history can be constructed from 
an exploration mechanism that is aggregately-optimal for that budget, history and an output mechanism aggregately-
optimal for any history.
• In Section 3.6 we discuss what could facilitate the existence of output mechanisms aggregately-optimal for any history. 
We introduce a way of attaching a notion of single-metric performance to a potential solution, and then instantiate 
single-metric output mechanism performance as a function of it. This allows us to derive a condition when there exist 
output mechanisms that are aggregately-optimal for any history and, moreover, describe at a high level what their 
operation would entail.
• Finally, in Section 3.7 we put together our notions and results and present a possible recipe for investigating the 
existence of aggregately-optimal algorithms in speciﬁc contexts.
3.1. Basic formalisms for algorithm performance and optimality
We use phi-notation to denote performance: lower-case phi (φ) for single-metric performance and upper-case phi () 
for aggregate performance. We also use the subscripts ‘a’, ‘o’, ‘e’ and ‘s’ to denote what the performance is associated with, 
respectively: algorithm, output mechanism, exploration mechanism and potential solution. We start with the single-metric 
performance of an algorithm.
Recall that a solution concept speciﬁes, for a given metric, whether or not one potential solution is better than another. 
To be able to decide, for a given metric, whether one algorithm is better than another, we must map the solution concept 
to a way of judging single-metric algorithm performance. The latter should respect the former: loosely speaking, for one 
algorithm to have better performance than another, it should output potential solutions that are better than the potential 
solutions output by the other algorithm (where the meaning of better is as given by the solution concept).
One has to decide which outputs they care about and deﬁne a correspondingly meaningful mapping. For instance, we 
may prefer an algorithm whose output after a given number of steps is better; this notion of performance is typically 
referred to as ﬁxed-budget performance [35]. Alternatively, we may prefer an algorithm taking fewer steps to ﬁrst output a 
potential solution of a certain quality or an optimal solution; this is typically referred to as runtime. In classical algorithm 
analysis, a step is some kind of primitive operation, focus is on exactly or approximately solving the problem, and runtime 
analysis is the norm. The theoretical work tends to serve practitioners well. In the ﬁeld of heuristic search and optimization, 
a step is one call to the metric M and the practitioners’ concern tends to be with ﬁnding as good a potential solution 
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be able to easily recognize that a potential solution is a true solution even if they found one. Consequently, ﬁxed-budget 
performance is of great interest to practitioners. But theoretical work has largely focused on runtime analysis. Encouragingly, 
in recent years a few theoretical works for traditional optimization have analyzed the ﬁxed-budget performance of some 
simple algorithms on certain speciﬁc problem instances [35,36] or subclasses of problems (i.e M ∈ M′ ⊂ M) [37] and 
introduced generic methods for performing such analyses [38].
Mappings from solution concept to single-metric algorithm performance can be strongly or loosely tied to the speciﬁcs 
of the solution concept. Some may be crafted for one particular solution concept. Others, as hinted to by the two examples 
above, can transform any solution concept of a certain type. We come back to these examples in subsequent sections and 
describe them formally, and to achieve that we need some notation. Thus, we leave unspeciﬁed for now how the solution 
concept is mapped to single-metric algorithm performance, and just formalize the latter as follows:
Deﬁnition 3.1. Single-metric algorithm performance is a function φa, where φa(A, n, Hs, M) ∈R denotes the performance of algorithm 
A when running for n ∈N steps starting from history Hs ∈H on metric M ∈Mc(Hs).8
This deﬁnition favors the ﬁxed-budget view of single-metric performance; however, runtime performance can be ex-
pressed via min{n0 ≤ n|φa(A, n0, Hs, M) ≥ φ} and taking n to inﬁnity, where φ is a desired performance threshold or, if 
known, the optimal performance, assuming higher φa values are better.
Note also that at this level of abstraction we do not require that φa explicitly depend on properties of the domain, 
such as the sizes of the various sets involved. However, we also do not prevent such dependence; in fact, in Section 4 our 
maximin analysis formalizes and states results in terms of the sizes of sets T and V . We also do not formalize the “size of 
the inputs” to the metric M, unlike in classical algorithm analysis, whether runtime or ﬁxed-budget (e.g. number of cities in 
a traveling salesman problem, or the number of parameters of a design to be optimized). The reason for this is that in some 
of the domains where co-optimization formalisms are very useful, such as various games, this notion is not straightforward 
(e.g. what is the size of the problem of playing chess?). But for domains where input size is obvious, we have the freedom 
to use a φa that takes it into account.
To deﬁne aggregate performance, we ﬁrst formalize the notion of an aggregation method. We make this general enough 
to be able to accommodate known aggregations of interest such as average, sum, integral, expectation, minimum, maximum 
or median.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Given a set Y , an aggregation method is a function Agg : (Y →R) →R. For α : Y →R, we write Agg
y∈Y
α(y) to denote 
Agg(α) when we wish to make Y explicit. Additionally, given  sets Z1, . . . , Z , a function β : Y × Z1 × · · · × Z → R and some 
values z1 ∈ Z1, . . . , z ∈ Z , we write Agg
y∈Y
β(y, z1, . . . , z) to denote Agg(βz1,...,z ), where βz1,...,z : Y → R, ∀y ∈ Y : βz1,...,z (y) =
β(y, z1, . . . , z).
For example, if Y is ﬁnite and α : Y → R, we can deﬁne average as the aggregation avg(α) = 1|Y |
∑
y∈Y
α(y). If we have a 
probability distribution P over Y , we can deﬁne an aggregation EP(α) that computes the expectation of the random variable 
consisting of the coupling of P with α by taking the sum or integral of P(y) · α(y) over y ∈ Y . For ﬁnite sets Y , average is 
equivalent to expectation with a uniform distribution over Y .
To deﬁne aggregate performance, recall that we only run algorithms on metrics consistent with the starting history; it is 
this set of metrics that we aggregate performance over:
Deﬁnition 3.3. The aggregate performance of algorithm A when running for n ∈ N steps starting from history Hs ∈ H, given that 
single-metric algorithm performance is measured via φa and aggregation over all metrics consistent with Hs is performed via aggrega-
tion method Agg, is:
a(A,n,Hs, φa,Agg) = Agg
M∈Mc(Hs)
φa(A,n,Hs,M).
Variants of this deﬁnition, for aggregate performance over a given subset of metrics M′ ⊂Mc(Hs), can be obtained from 
the above by aggregating only over M′ . Alternatively, we can model this by using a probability distribution over Mc(Hs)
that takes non-zero values only for metrics in M′ and use an aggregation method that accordingly takes that distribution 
into account. For instance, to compute worst-case performance over a subset M′ ⊂Mc(Hs), assuming higher values of φa
8 We choose to deﬁne performance to be real-valued because it makes for straightforward concepts of optimality, but R could be replaced with any 
totally ordered set without loss of generality. Optimality could still be deﬁned if replacing R with a partially ordered set, but this could also lead to a 
lot of incomparability among algorithms. Finally, replacing R with a set that merely has an associated equivalence relationship [13] would still allow for 
deﬁnition of free lunch (it exists if there is more than one equivalence class), but not algorithm optimality.
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α(y) and use it in combination 
with a distribution P on M that is non-zero on M′ and zero elsewhere. minP can be deﬁned similarly.
The black-box complexity notion of traditional optimization [30] for a problem speciﬁed via a subset of metrics M′ ⊆M
can be expressed with a slight abuse in notation as min
A∈A′
a(A, ∞, 〈〉, φa, maxP), where φa is instantiated to reﬂect runtime 
performance as a function of the size of inputs to M, P is determined as described above by the given subset of metrics 
M′ , and A′ typically allows for stochastic algorithms (which could include revisiting exploration mechanisms) and might 
or might not impose other restrictions on algorithms (e.g. memory constraints [39]). The sets M′ analyzed typically consist 
of functions for which we know the analytical expression but not some parameters of that expression (e.g. polynomials of 
degree two with unknown parameters or distance functions to an unknown point in the search space). It is due to this 
knowledge of M′ that, while optimization is black-box, the given metric can sometimes be identiﬁed with a small number 
of evaluations. Nonetheless, this formalism opens up an interesting avenue for future research to study black-box complexity 
for non-traditional co-optimization solution concepts.
For brevity, from here on, whenever we talk about aggregation we mean aggregation over all metrics consistent with the 
starting history, unless explicitly speciﬁed otherwise. Given these notions, we deﬁne algorithm free lunch and aggregately-
optimal algorithms. We do so in generic fashion, over some arbitrary subset of algorithms.
Deﬁnition 3.4. Given single-metric algorithm performance φa and aggregation method Agg, there exists algorithm free lunch over 
A′ ⊆ A for budget n ∈ N and starting history Hs ∈ H, if there exist two algorithms A, A′ ∈ A′ such that a(A, n, Hs, φa, Agg) =
a(A′, n, Hs, φa, Agg).
Note that if algorithm free lunch exists over some subset A′ ⊆ A, then it also exists over A. The reverse is not true; 
namely, we may have free lunch over A, but there may exist A′ ⊂A over which there is no free lunch. Therefore, when 
showing free lunch over A′ , the smaller A′ is, the stronger the result. For example, the no free lunch results of traditional 
optimization typically involve algorithm sets of the type A′ = X nr × {o} for some arbitrary but ﬁxed output mechanism o, 
coupled with some assumptions about φa and Agg. We review this in more detail in Section 3.4.
Deﬁnition 3.5. Given single-metric algorithm performance φa and aggregation method Agg, an algorithm A∗ ∈ A′ ⊆ A is 
aggregately-optimal over A′ when running for n ∈ N steps starting from history Hs ∈ H if ∀A ∈ A′ : a(A∗, n, Hs, φa, Agg) ≥
a(A, n, Hs, φa, Agg). A∗ is strictly aggregately-optimal over A′ if, additionally, there exists an algorithm A ∈A′ such that the above 
inequality is strict.
It is easy to see that an algorithm A∗ is strictly aggregately-optimal over A′ for n and Hs if and only if A∗ is aggregately-
optimal over A′ for n and Hs and there exists free lunch over A′ for n and Hs.
There are some notable differences between the nature of free lunch and that of aggregate optimality. If an algorithm A∗
is aggregately-optimal over the entire A and we know A∗ ∈A′ , then A∗ is also aggregately-optimal over A′ . But we may 
have A∗ ∈A′ aggregately-optimal over A′ and not aggregately-optimal over A. Therefore studying aggregate optimality is 
of interest both over subsets A′ and over A as a whole.
For example, imagine a set of algorithms that can only make use of a bounded amount of memory. This might mean that 
the output mechanism and the exploration mechanism do not have access to the entire history of measured interactions; in 
turn, this could mean that the exploration mechanism might occasionally return repeating interactions. We might want to 
know what the best memory-bounded algorithm is, if one exists, and if so, also whether or not this algorithm is also better 
overall; in other words, are we or are we not paying a price in performance due to the memory constraints?
Stronger versions of Deﬁnition 3.5 can be obtained by imposing that the inequality hold for any n and/or any Hs and/or 
any φa and/or any Agg, but typically keeping ﬁxed the solution concept underlying φa, since it describes the core nature of 
what we are trying to solve and it seems unlikely that one algorithm would be aggregately-optimal for all possible solution 
concepts. In fact, we particularly care about algorithms that, for ﬁxed φa and Agg, are aggregately-optimal over A, possibly 
strictly so, for any n and/or any Hs—a notion that has not been previously investigated in co-optimization. To begin with, 
we describe the generic existence conditions for given n and Hs.
Proposition 3.6. Algorithms that are aggregately-optimal over A′ ⊆A with respect to single-metric algorithm performance φa, ag-
gregation method Agg, budget n ∈ N and starting history Hs ∈ H exist if and only if the set {a(A, n, Hs, φa, Agg)|A ∈ A′} has an 
upper bound and the bound is contained in the set.
For traditional optimization, whether or not there is free lunch depends on the speciﬁcs of the context, namely assump-
tions about the domain and the choices made for φa, Agg, A′ . We discuss this in more detail in Section 3.4. A thorough 
review can be found in [40]. For co-optimization contexts that cannot be reduced to traditional optimization, there typically 
is free lunch [1,13–15]. The algorithm pairs used to prove these results shared one of the two components: either they had 
the same output mechanism but different exploration mechanisms, or, conversely, they had the same exploration mecha-
nism but different output mechanisms. This suggested that performance comparisons can be done at the component level 
and then propagated to the algorithm level. In the following sections we formalize how this can be done.
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How might φa make use of its parameters? As discussed at the beginning of Section 3.1, it should, loosely speaking, be 
based on goodness of potential solutions that the algorithm outputs along the way or after the n steps, where goodness 
is with respect to the solution concept. To capture that, we introduce a notion of performance of an output mechanism, 
and express algorithm performance as a function of it. We start by reasoning about the role of the two components of an 
algorithm, the exploration mechanism and the output mechanism.
The exploration mechanism, ex, determines the history of interactions that are assessed via M; this history is not inﬂu-
enced by the output mechanism, it is only dependent on ex, the metric M, the starting history Hs, and the number of steps 
that the algorithm has been run for, n. We denote this history by H(ex, n, Hs, M), formally deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 3.7. The history produced by exploration mechanism ex after running for n ∈ N steps starting from history Hs ∈ H on 
metric M ∈Mc(Hs) is denoted by H(ex, n, Hs, M) and deﬁned as:
H(ex,n,Hs,M) =
{
Hs n = 0
Hs ⊕ 〈e1,M(e1)〉 ⊕ · · · ⊕ 〈en,M(en)〉 n ∈N+
where e1 = ex(Hs, n − 1) and if n ≥ 2 then
∀ ∈ 1..(n− 1) : e+1 = ex(Hs ⊕ 〈e1,M(e1)〉⊕ · · · ⊕ 〈e,M(e)〉,n− ( + 1)).
We denote by H(ex, n, Hs) = {H(ex, n, Hs, M)|M ∈Mc(Hs)} the set of all distinct histories that exploration mechanism ex can produce 
when running for n ∈N steps starting from history Hs ∈H on some metric from Mc(Hs).
The output mechanism o is called whenever the algorithm needs to produce an answer, as we can see from the code 
snippet depicting the operation of the algorithm. Thus it may be called after  steps of the algorithm, for some  ∈N,  < n. 
Note that this is equivalent to applying oA to a preﬁx of H(exA, n, Hs, M) of size |Hs| + . Consequently, we only concern 
ourselves with performances φa(A, n, Hs, M) whose dependence on A, n, Hs and M can be reduced to a dependence on oA , 
history H(exA, n, Hs, M) and M. Other types of φa can be conceived, but they are artiﬁcial rather than of practical interest.
Clearly, H(exA, n, Hs, M) and M are not independent; the reason we allow φa to depend on M not only via 
H(exA, n, Hs, M), but directly as well, is that in the general case, unlike in traditional optimization, performance may depend 
on interactions that have not yet been assessed as part of the history. For instance, in the case of the minimax solution 
concept, the true worst value for a potential solution cannot typically be determined from assessments of only a strict 
subset of all the interactions with tests that the potential solution can participate in. In fact, it is the direct dependence of 
φa on M that is the key to the existence of free lunches in co-optimization [1].
To formally express the class of φa performances described above, we introduce the notion of single-metric performance 
of an output mechanism with respect to a given history and a metric consistent with that history, and then we deﬁne a φa
that is a function of it.
Deﬁnition 3.8. Single-metric output mechanism performance is a function φo, where φo(o, H, M) ∈ R denotes the performance of 
output mechanism o for history H ∈H in the context of metric M ∈Mc(H).
Deﬁnition 3.9. Given a single-metric output mechanism performance φo, we deﬁne a single-metric algorithm performance function 






This deﬁnition is sound, since M ∈Mc(Hs) is consistent with H(exA, n, Hs, M) by deﬁnition of the latter.
When using a φa of type φa(φo), the mapping from the solution concept to φa is fully encapsulated into the deﬁnition of 
φo, which completely determines φa(φo). Using φo, we introduce notions of aggregate output mechanism performance and 
optimality; then in the next section we relate them to the algorithmic notions using φa(φo).
Deﬁnition 3.10. The aggregate performance of output mechanism o for history H ∈ H given that single-metric output mechanism 
performance is measured via φo and aggregation over all metrics consistent with H is performed via Agg, is:
o(o,H, φo,Agg) = Agg
M∈Mc(H)
φo(o,H,M).
Deﬁnition 3.11. Given single-metric output mechanism performance φo and aggregation method Agg, output mechanism free lunch 
over O′ ⊆O exists for H ∈H if there exist two output mechanisms o, o′ ∈O′ such that o(o′, H, φo, Agg) = o(o, H, φo, Agg).
Deﬁnition 3.12. Given single-metric output mechanism performance φo and aggregation method Agg, an output mechanism 
o∗ ∈ O′ ⊆ O is aggregately-optimal over O′ for history H ∈ H if ∀o ∈ O′ : o(o∗, H, φo, Agg) ≥ o(o, H, φo, Agg). o∗ is strictly 
aggregately-optimal over O′ if, additionally, there exists an output mechanism o ∈O′ such that the above inequality is strict.
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and this is our focus as well. However, allowing these notions to operate over arbitrary subsets opens interesting avenues 
for future research. For instance, it might allow investigating algorithms with limited memory resources, whose output 
mechanisms may not have access to the complete history.
Stronger aggregate optimality deﬁnitions can be obtained by imposing that the above inequality hold for any H and/or 
any φo and/or any Agg. We particularly care about output mechanisms that, for ﬁxed φo and Agg, are aggregately-optimal 
over O, possibly strictly so, for any history H. For now, we note that the existence conditions for output mechanisms 
aggregately-optimal over O′ for a given H are similar to those for aggregately-optimal algorithms given in Proposition 3.6, 
but concerning the set {o(o, H, φo, Agg)|o ∈O′}.
For any solution concept C , if E is ﬁnite, it is straight-forward to construct contexts in which there exist pairs of output 
mechanisms that have different aggregate performance [13]: consider a φCo that returns 1 if o(H) is an actual solution given 
C and M (i.e. if C(M)(o(H)) = true) and 0 otherwise; let H be a history containing all interactions in E , meaning Mc(H)
contains exactly one metric, fully determined by the measurements in H; then an output mechanism that for H returns 
an actual solution for that C and metric (which it can do since it has all the required information) has strictly better 
performance than an output mechanism that for H returns a potential solution that is not an actual solution for that C and 
metric.
Such free lunch over O holds for traditional optimization as well. The famous no free lunch theorem [3] only made 
statements about exploration mechanisms; we review these in Section 3.4. In fact, the notion of an output mechanism 
was not explicitly formalized in traditional optimization; the conventional method is to output the potential solution with 
the maximum measurement in H, i.e. the best-so-far (recall that S = E ). However, as we explain in Section 3.6, there may 
be histories when best-so-far is actually strictly suboptimal. And we can construct output mechanism free lunch for any
history H: suppose we use a φo that simply gives the quality of the potential solution outputted, i.e. φo(o, H, M) =M(o(H)); 
then the best-so-far output mechanism is strictly better than, say, an output mechanism that always returns the potential 
solution with the worst measurement in H.
Previous co-optimization works concerning aggregately-optimal output mechanisms have been concerned not with for-
mally proving their existence, but rather with describing their operation when they do exist [1,13,14,26,27]. They all 
employed a speciﬁc type of φo (the one above being an example of this type), which we describe in Section 3.6, explaining 
how it facilitates existence of aggregately-optimal output mechanisms. For now, we present some additional formalisms and 
results that hold for generic φo.
3.3. Relating aggregate performance of algorithms and output mechanisms
We begin by plugging Deﬁnition 3.9 of φa(φo) into Deﬁnition 3.3 of a and get that for any algorithm A = 〈exA, oA〉 ∈A, 











Not surprisingly, for n = 0, a does not depend on the algorithm’s exploration mechanism (since it is never called) and is 




)= o(oA,Hs, φo,Agg). (3.14)
For n ≥ 1, if Agg has a certain property, then a simple relationship (Proposition 3.16) still exists between a(A, n, Hs, φa(φo),
Agg) and o(oA, H, φo, Agg); namely, the former aggregates the latter (also via Agg) over all distinct histories H that can be 
obtained by running exA for n steps starting from history Hs, i.e. over H ∈H(ex, n, Hs). We formalize this as follows.
a is deﬁned as an aggregation over Mc(Hs). Running exA for n steps starting from Hs on a metric M ∈ Mc(Hs)
produces a history H = H(exA, n, Hs, M). Multiple metrics in Mc(Hs) can result in the same H if they return the same values 
for the interactions e1, . . . , en of Deﬁnition 3.7 (the metrics may return different values for some other interactions); all 
metrics resulting in H are obviously consistent with H (by Deﬁnition 2.1). Thus, the grouping [Mc(H)]H∈H(ex,n,Hs) constitutes 
a partition of Mc(Hs).
For the desired relationship between a and o to hold, the aggregation method used must be associative with respect 
to this partition and φo. Loosely, an aggregation method is associative with respect to a function and a partition of its do-
main if aggregating over the domain is equivalent to ﬁrst aggregating over each subset of the partition and then aggregating 
the results. Formally:
Deﬁnition 3.15. Let α : Y → R be a function and let [Yγ ]γ∈Γ be a partition of Y . Denote the restriction of α to Yγ by α|Yγ . An 
aggregation method Agg is associative for α and [Yγ ]γ∈Γ if the function β : Γ →R, β(γ ) = Agg(α|Yγ ) is well deﬁned for any γ ∈ Γ







Note that to be associative an aggregation must ﬁrst of all be generic enough that it can be applied to functions with 
different domains (at a minimum, Y , Γ and all the Yγ ). Some aggregations, like average, are generic enough that they can 
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rameterized with a probability distribution over Y are generic only to the extent that the distribution is deﬁned generically 
enough that it can be applied to any set Y (like, for instance, the uniform distribution).
Obvious examples of associative aggregations include, if well deﬁned for a given set, the standard sum, maximum and 
minimum. For ﬁnite sets, average is associative for partitions consisting of equal-size subsets.
Putting together Eq. (3.13) and Deﬁnitions 3.7, 3.10, 3.15 we get:
Proposition 3.16. Given A, φo , n ∈N and Hs ∈H, if Agg is an aggregation method that is associative for the function α :Mc(Hs) →







For non-associative aggregations Agg, a variation of Proposition 3.16 may hold if on the right hand side of the equality we 
can replace the two uses of Agg with other appropriate aggregations Agg′ and Agg′′ . For example, if Agg is average but the 
partition subsets have different sizes, Agg′ would have to be a weighted average, where the weights are proportional to the 
subset sizes. Such variations of Proposition 3.16 can be useful when studying aggregations reﬂecting various distributions 
over metrics.
To also relate the notions of aggregate optimality of algorithms and output mechanisms, we must additionally account 
for the exploration mechanism. We follow these threads in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. Before moving on to that, we show that 
when φa takes form φa(φo), the respective a has two nice recursive properties relating its value for a certain budget and 
history to one or more values for a smaller budget and a longer history: Proposition 3.17 gives the recursive formula for the 
case of repeating interactions, while Proposition 3.18 handles non-repeating interactions.
Proposition 3.17. For any φo , Agg, A = 〈exA, oA〉, n ∈ N+ , Hs ∈ H such that exA(Hs, n − 1) returns a repeating interaction, i.e. 




)= a(A,n− 1,Hs ⊕ 〈exA(Hs,n− 1), v〉, φa(φo),Agg).
Proposition 3.18. For any φo , Agg, A = 〈exA, oA〉, n ∈ N+ , Hs ∈H such that exA(Hs, n − 1) returns a non-repeating interaction, i.e. 
exA(Hs, n −1) /∈ E(Hs), if Agg is associative for the function α :Mc(Hs) →R, α(M) = φo(oA, H(exA, n, Hs, M), M) and the partition 















This further leads to the rather intuitive fact that for any history representing the fact that the entire space of interactions 
has been explored, the aggregate performance of an algorithm is independent of its exploration mechanism and the given 
budget:
Corollary 3.19. For any φo , Agg, A = 〈exA, oA〉, n ∈ N and any Hs ∈ H such that E(Hs) = E , a(A, n, Hs, φa(φo), Agg) =
a(A, 0, Hs, φa(φo), Agg) = o(oA, Hs, φo, Agg).
While such situations are unlikely in practice, handling all possible cases provides completeness for our proofs and 
having results that conform to intuition is a good feature in a framework.
In Section 4, Eq. (3.14), Propositions 3.17 and 3.18 and Corollary 3.19 are instrumental to our worst-case optimization 
study. Given the generality of the context in which we’ve proven these results, they should also be useful for the study of 
many other speciﬁc contexts.
3.4. Basic formalisms for exploration mechanism performance and optimality
We begin by noting that in Section 3.2 it made sense to talk about the performance of an output mechanism in isolation, 
i.e. without reference to any exploration mechanism; we deﬁned this performance with respect to a history, without needing 
to know how this history came about. It is not obvious if or how one could talk about the performance of an exploration 
mechanism in isolation and still have it be meaningfully related to the performance of a complete algorithm. Therefore, we 
deﬁne exploration mechanism performance in relation to a certain output mechanism to be the same as the performance 
of the complete algorithm obtained by putting the two components together. Instead of introducing additional notation 
for the performance of an exploration mechanism, we directly deﬁne free lunch and aggregate optimality for exploration 
mechanisms via a:
Deﬁnition 3.20. Given single-metric algorithm performance φa and aggregation method Agg, there exists exploration mechanism free 
lunch over X ′ ⊆X with respect to output mechanism o ∈O for budget n ∈N and starting history Hs ∈H if algorithm free lunch w.r.t. 
the same exists over X ′ × {o}.
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X is (strictly) aggregately-optimal over X ′ with respect to output mechanism o ∈O when running for n ∈N steps starting from history 
Hs ∈H if the algorithm 〈ex∗, o〉 is (strictly) aggregately-optimal w.r.t. the same over X ′ × {o}.
Note that these deﬁnitions use a generic φa. Stronger variants can be obtained by imposing that the optimality inequal-
ity hold for any n and/or any Hs and/or any φa and/or any Agg. We particularly care about exploration mechanisms that, 
for ﬁxed φa and Agg, are aggregately-optimal, possibly strictly so, for any n and/or any Hs. We ﬁrst note the generic ex-
istence conditions for given n and Hs, which are similar to those for aggregately-optimal algorithms (Proposition 3.6) and 
aggregately-optimal output mechanisms, but concerning the set {a(〈ex, o〉, n, Hs, φa, Agg)|ex ∈X ′}.
The famous no free lunch results from traditional optimization [3] state that there is no free lunch over X nr for ﬁnite E
and V and certain kinds of φa and Agg. Only Hs = 〈〉 was considered, but the results transfer easily to any Hs. Concerning 
φa, the key property is that the dependence of φa(〈ex, o〉, n, Hs, M) on its parameters can be reduced to a dependence 
only on the sequence of metric values in the history H(ex, n, Hs, M). This generally holds, whether we’re concerned with 
runtime or ﬁxed-budget performance, since the quality of a potential solution is the same as its measurement in the 
history. Let us denote the sequence of metric values in a history H by V (H) = 〈v ∈ V |∃e ∈ E : 〈e, v〉 ∈ H〉. The constraint 
on φa together with the ﬁniteness assumption and the non-revisiting nature of ex lead to the fact that the multiset of 
sequences V (H(ex, n, Hs, M)) obtained when varying M over Mc(Hs) is the same for all ex ∈ X nr . Whether or not this 
further leads to no free lunch, namely to a(〈ex, o〉, n, Hs, φa, Agg) = Agg
M∈Mc(Hs)
φa(V (H(ex, n, Hs, M))) being the same for all 
ex ∈ X nr , depends on the nature of Agg. Most well-known is the case of no free lunch when Agg is uniform expectation 
over Mc(Hs), which given the ﬁniteness assumption is the same as average. But no free lunch can also hold for expectation 
with non-uniform probability distributions P [8]. Namely, we can partition Mc(Hs) into smallest subsets closed under 
permutation and P only needs to be uniform within each subset of the partition. Another way to state this is that no free 
lunch for expectation holds if P is such that P(M) = P(M ◦σ) for any permutation σ of E , since this leads to the probability 
distribution over the set of sequences V (H(ex, n, Hs, M)) being independent of ex ∈ X nr . Additionally, if we cared about 
worst-case (e.g. minimum) aggregate performance, the minP aggregation described in Section 3.1 also leads to no free lunch 
if we assume all metrics in Mc(Hs) to be possible—though not necessarily equally likely. In fact, we only need P to be 
all-zero or all-non-zero within each minimally permutation closed subset of Mc(Hs). However, sets of metrics closed under 
permutation and the types of distributions described above may not necessarily be reﬂective of real-world domains, and a 
number of works have described metrics subsets and distributions of practical interest for which there might be free lunch 
in traditional optimization at least for some φa of the type described above [8–11]. Additionally, free lunch has been shown 
to hold in some continuous traditional optimization settings [12].
For non-traditional co-optimization, under ﬁniteness assumptions there typically is free lunch over X nr even when ag-
gregating via uniform average over all metrics. This has been shown for various contexts involving speciﬁc solution concepts, 
φa, n, Hs, o and assumptions about the domain [1,13–15].
Reinforcement learning is an interesting case. Empirically, algorithms are sometimes assessed simply via the sum or 
average of all the measurements in the history, i.e. the rewards. This is especially the case when algorithms are expected 
to learn “online”. This approach corresponds to a φa depending only on V (H(ex, n, Hs, M)). Given the above description of 
results in traditional optimization, this should lead to no free lunch for those same ﬁniteness assumptions and distributions 
over metrics. However, a φa more attuned to the solution concepts of Pareto-optimality or maximum expectation of the 
value function over all states would likely lead to free lunch over those same assumptions and distributions, for the same 
reasons such free lunches exist for co-optimization when φa depends directly on M via measurements not present in the 
history. Investigating this and relating it to the large body of reinforcement learning theory is an interesting avenue for 
future research.
While free lunches have been shown, to the best of our knowledge there has been no work concerning the existence 
and nature of aggregately-optimal exploration mechanisms for non-traditional co-optimization. In general, whether the set-
bounding condition on {a(〈ex, o〉, n, Hs, φa, Agg)|ex ∈X ′} will hold or not depends on the nature of the domain’s sets, the 
solution concept and the performance it is mapped to, as well as the speciﬁc number of steps and starting history. In 
particular, when φa takes the form φa(φo) we can make some additional general statements.
Firstly, for φa(φo) and n = 0, Eq. (3.14) shows that the set contains a single value regardless of other factors. Therefore, 
rather intuitively, all exploration mechanisms are trivially aggregately-optimal over any X ′ ⊆X that they’re part of for n = 0
and any Hs ∈H, φa(φo), Agg and o ∈O. Secondly, for φa(φo) and a given n ≥ 1, aggregate optimality with respect to that n
and one starting history is independent from aggregate optimality with respect to that n and any other history, regardless 
of any other factors:
Proposition 3.22. Let φo , Agg, o, n ∈N+ and two distinct histories Has and Hbs such that there exists exa aggregately-optimal over X for 
n and Has with respect to φa(φo), Agg and o and ex
b aggregately-optimal over X for n and Hbs with respect to the same. Then there exist 
exploration mechanisms that are aggregately-optimal over X , with respect to φa(φo), Agg and o, both for n and Has and for n and Hbs .
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This implies that the Proposition can in fact also hold over certain subsets X ′ ⊆X , namely ones that are closed under the 
construction operation. In particular, it holds over X nr .
An immediate consequence of the Proposition is as follows:
Corollary 3.23. Given φo , Agg, o and n ∈ N+ , there exist exploration mechanisms aggregately-optimal over X for φa(φo), Agg, o, n
and any Hs ∈H if and only if for any Hs ∈H there exist exploration mechanisms aggregately-optimal over X for φa(φo), Agg, o, n and 
that Hs .
Combining this with the set-bounding condition for aggregately-optimal exploration mechanism existence we get the 
following result pertaining to ﬁnite sets:
Corollary 3.24. Given a domain with ﬁnite E and ﬁnite V , for any φo , Agg, o and n ∈N there exist exploration mechanisms aggregately-
optimal over X for φa(φo), Agg, o, n and any Hs ∈H.
Both Corollary 3.23 and Corollary 3.24 also hold over X nr .
At this time we do not have any generic conditions for the existence of exploration mechanisms that are aggregately-
optimal over multiple budgets. Nevertheless, in Section 4 we show that they exist for a context using the maximin solution 
concept.
3.5. Relating aggregate optimality of algorithms, output mechanisms and exploration mechanisms
We now relate the three notions of aggregate optimality introduced so far: loosely speaking, we show that, for certain ag-
gregations, combining an aggregately-optimal output mechanism with an exploration mechanism that is aggregately-optimal 
in combination with said output mechanism yields an aggregately-optimal algorithm. Speciﬁcally, this is the case for aggre-
gations that, in addition to being associative, are also monotonic, in the sense that they return higher outputs for higher 
inputs. We formalize this as follows.





Common aggregation methods such as sum, average, maximum and minimum, when applicable, are also monotonic.
For associative and monotonic aggregations, using Proposition 3.16 and Deﬁnition 3.12 we obtain:
Proposition 3.26. Let φo and Agg such that there exists an output mechanism o∗ that is aggregately-optimal with respect to them 
over some O′ ⊆O for any H ∈H. For any n ∈N and Hs ∈H, if there exists an exploration mechanism ex∗ that is aggregately-optimal 
over some X ′ ⊆X for that n and Hs with respect to φa(φo), Agg and o∗ , and additionally Agg is monotonic and associative for that n
and Hs and any algorithm A = 〈exA, oA〉 for the function α :Mc(Hs) → R, α(M) = φo(oA, H(exA, n, Hs, M), M) and the partition 
[Mc(H)]H∈H(exA ,n,Hs) of Mc(Hs), then the algorithm 〈ex∗, o∗〉 is aggregately-optimal over O′ × X ′ for that n and Hs with respect 
to φa(φo) and Agg. Moreover, if ex∗ is aggregately-optimal over X ′ for any n and any Hs and Agg is monotonic and associative as 
described above for any n and any Hs , then 〈ex∗, o∗〉 is aggregately-optimal over O′ ×X ′ for any n and any Hs .
The generic associative condition on Agg is suﬃcient but not necessary for this result. For instance, in Section 4 we use 
average, which is associative with respect to said function and partition only for exploration mechanisms in X nr ; yet, we 
show that by putting together an output mechanism aggregately-optimal over O and an exploration mechanism in X nr that 
is aggregately-optimal with respect to it over X , we obtain an algorithm aggregately-optimal over X ×O.
On the other hand, the existence of an o∗ that is aggregately-optimal for any history is key, and we investigate it further 
in the next section.
3.6. Existence of output mechanisms aggregately-optimal for any history
The existence of an o∗ aggregately-optimal for any history would be easier to guarantee if aggregate optimality with 
respect to one history were independent from aggregate optimality with respect to any other history. For instance, when 
such independence holds, if for any history H there exist output mechanisms that are aggregately-optimal over O for that 
H, then there exist output mechanisms that are aggregately-optimal over O for any H, as we can construct the latter from 
the former in a manner similar to how we constructed exploration mechanisms aggregately-optimal over multiple histories 
for Proposition 3.22. This holds over O′ ⊂O only if O′ is closed under the construction operation.
We focus on O for now and look into how we might achieve such independence. An output mechanism o∗ is aggregately-
optimal over O for a given history H if it maximizes o(o∗, H, φo, Agg), as in Deﬁnition 3.12. Depending on the deﬁnition 
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optimal over O for any history, there may be some history H such that o∗(H) is subject to multiple constraints, stemming 
from aggregate optimality with respect to several other histories. Therefore such an o∗ exists only if such constraints are 
not conﬂicting. There would be no conﬂicts if there were no multiple constraints to begin with, for example if o were 
deﬁned such that maximizing it for a given H only imposed constraints on o∗(H). We could guarantee this by choosing 
a φo(o, H, M) that depends on o and H only via o(H)—and not, for example, on the application of o to preﬁxes of H. In 
this case, the inequality in Deﬁnition 3.12 constrains the value of o∗ only for H, and this value is not constrained by the 
aggregate optimality inequality for any other history.
Thus, two conditions that are suﬃcient for the existence of an output mechanism that is aggregately-optimal over O
for any history are: 1) that φo(o, H, M) depend on o and H only via o(H); and 2) that for any history there exist output 
mechanisms that are aggregately-optimal for that history with respect to φo and the aggregation method Agg.
The ﬁrst condition is in fact a choice that we can make for how to deﬁne φo. The second condition may or may not hold 
depending on the nature of the domain, solution concept and associated choice of φo, and aggregation method; there may 
be cases when the second condition doesn’t hold for the choice of φo expressed by the ﬁrst condition.
When o varies over O, o(H) can take any value in S; therefore the ﬁrst condition basically requires the existence of a 
function associating performance values to potential solutions, as follows:
Deﬁnition 3.27. Single-metric potential solution performance is a function φs, where φs(s, M) ∈R denotes the performance of poten-
tial solution s ∈ S in the context of metric M ∈M.
For instance, for very coarse solution concepts, we could deﬁne a generic φCs that returns 1 for actual solutions and 0 for 
non-solutions (i.e. φCs (s, M) = 1 if C(M)(s) = true and φCs (s, M) = 0 if C(M)(s) = false). At the other end of the spectrum, if C
is deﬁned in ﬁne-grained fashion by means of a quality function g , then we could deﬁne a generic φgs as φ
g
s (s, M) = g(M)(s). 
For the context that we study in Section 4, the maximin solution concept is indeed speciﬁed via a quality function (namely, 
gmin) and we use a similar φs, but based on ranks of quality values.
If a φs has been deﬁned, there are still multiple choices for how to deﬁne φo using φs. The choice of the ﬁrst condition 
above is in fact the only choice that has been theoretically investigated so far [1,13–15,26,27], and we formalize it as follows:
Deﬁnition 3.28. Given a single-metric potential solution performance φs, we deﬁne a single-metric output mechanism performance 






This choice fully encapsulates the mapping from the solution concept to φo into φs. More complex choices of deﬁning φo
via φs could be conceived. For example, if the goal was to measure speed of progress, or runtime as described in Section 3.1, 
φo could aggregate the application of φs to some/all intermediary outputs, which in turn can be produced by applying o to 
preﬁxes of H.











Since o(H) is an element of S , we introduce the following s notation for the quantity on the right and then express o
and aggregate optimality of output mechanisms in terms of s.
Deﬁnition 3.30. For any s ∈ S , H ∈H, φs and Agg we denote by
s(s,H, φs,Agg) = Agg
M∈Mc(H)
φs(s,M)
the aggregate performance of potential solution s ∈S with respect to φs and Agg, given that history H ∈H has been observed.




)= s(o(H),H, φs,Agg). (3.31)
Plugging this into Deﬁnition 3.12, we get that an output mechanism o∗ is aggregately-optimal over some O′ ⊆O for H, with 
respect to φo(φs) and Agg, if ∀o ∈O′ : s(o∗(H), H, φs, Agg) ≥ s(o(H), H, φs, Agg). Since both o∗(H) and o(H) are elements 
of S , ﬁnding an aggregately-optimal output mechanism is equivalent to ﬁnding, for any history H, an element s of some 
S ′ ⊆ S that maximizes s(s, H, φs, Agg), where what S ′ is depends on what O′ is.
When considering aggregate optimality over all of O, this means that an output mechanism o∗ is aggregately-optimal 
over O for H ∈ H, with respect to φo(φs) and Agg if and only if o∗(H) = s∗H such that ∀s ∈ S : s(s∗H, H, φs, Agg) ≥
s(s, H, φs, Agg). o∗ is strictly aggregately-optimal over O if and only if, additionally, there exists s such that the above 
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s, s′ ∈ S such that s(s, H, φs, Agg) = s(s′, H, φs, Agg).
And the existence conditions for output mechanisms aggregately-optimal over O for a given H, similar to those for 
aggregately-optimal algorithms given in Proposition 3.6, can now be expressed in terms of the set {s(s, H, φs, Agg)|s ∈ S}. 
This allows us to formalize the following class of output mechanisms, which we call Bayes, a name that was used by 
previous work for speciﬁc instantiations of the class [1,13,14,26,27]:
Deﬁnition 3.32. Given φs and Agg such that for any H ∈H the set {s(s, H, φs, Agg)|s ∈ S} has an upper bound and contains it, we 












s∈S s(s,H, φs,Agg). (3.33)
It follows immediately that given φs and Agg such that for any H ∈ H the set {s(s, H, φs, Agg)|s ∈ S} has an upper 
bound and contains it, an output mechanism is aggregately-optimal over O with respect to φo(φs) and Agg for any H ∈H
if and only if it takes the form Bayes(φs, Agg).
We also get the following additional result pertaining to ﬁnite sets:
Corollary 3.34. Given a domain with ﬁnite S , for any φs and Agg there exist Bayes(φs, Agg) output mechanisms.
The reason there may be more than one Bayes output mechanism is that there may be more than one element of S that 
maximizes s(s, H, φs, Agg). However, since all these mechanisms have the same o performance, we will simply say Bayes
whenever we mean “a Bayes output mechanism”.
Note that the deﬁnition of Bayes does not impose any relationship between the outputted potential solution and the 
given history, apart from the optimization property. In particular, in the context of traditional optimization Bayes could out-
put a potential solution that has not been evaluated as part of the history (recall that in traditional optimization potential 
solutions and interactions are synonymous). This would happen for “unlucky” histories where the quality of potential so-
lutions evaluated so far is lower than what we would expect by aggregating over possible metrics. For such histories, the 
best-so-far output mechanism used in practice is in fact strictly aggregately suboptimal.
3.7. Algorithm performance and optimality—revisited
When φa takes the form φa(φo(φs)), investigating the existence of aggregately-optimal algorithms could take the follow-
ing steps:
• Investigate the nature of the set {s(s, H, φs, Agg)|s ∈ S} to determine the existence of Bayes output mechanisms, which 
are aggregately-optimal over O for any history. For example, a ﬁnite S is a suﬃcient condition (Corollary 3.34). To 
determine if there is output mechanism free lunch over O, investigate if there are two potential solutions with different 
s values.
• If Bayes output mechanisms exist, investigate the set {a(〈ex, Bayes(φs, Agg)〉, n, Hs, φa, Agg)|ex ∈X ′} to determine if for 
arbitrary, but ﬁxed, budget and history there exist exploration mechanisms that are aggregately-optimal over X ′ with 
respect to Bayes for that budget and history.
• If that’s the case for any budget and history, then Corollary 3.23 guarantees for any budget the existence of exploration 
mechanisms that are aggregately-optimal over X ′ with respect to Bayes for that budget and any history, provided X ′
is closed under the construction operation of Proposition 3.22. Finite E and V provide a suﬃcient condition for such 
existence over both X and X nr (Corollary 3.24).
• If for any budget there exist exploration mechanisms aggregately-optimal over X ′ with respect to Bayes for that budget 
and any history, then there is a chance there may exist exploration mechanisms that are aggregately-optimal over X ′
with respect to Bayes for any budget and any history. However, proving that will require using the speciﬁcs of the 
domain, solution concept and corresponding performance, aggregation method and assumptions on hand.
• Finally, investigate whether combining Bayes with an exploration mechanism aggregately-optimal with respect to it 
over X ′ would yield an aggregately-optimal algorithm over X ′ × O. If the aggregation method used is monotonic 
and generally associative for any function and any partition (as is the case for sum, minimum or maximum), then by 
Proposition 3.26 the algorithm would be aggregately-optimal. For other aggregation methods, like average, additional 
work may be needed to determine if that’s the case.
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cessfully in the next section for a context involving the maximin solution concept. If φo depends on φs in ways other than 
Deﬁnition 3.28, or if there is no natural way of deﬁning a φs , then one could still make use of all the results prior to 
Section 3.6, but would have to re-investigate the existence of output mechanisms aggregately-optimal for any history.
4. Worst-case optimization analysis
The generic framework introduced in the previous section can be instantiated in many different contexts in order to 
obtain stronger aggregate optimality results. In this section we concern ourselves with the maximin solution concept and 
average-rank aggregate performance, for which we show that under certain circumstances aggregately-optimal algorithms 
not only exist, but their optimality is non-trivial and their implementation tractable. By non-trivial, we mean that they are 
strictly aggregately-optimal both over the entire A and over subsets restricted to algorithms having non-revisiting explo-
ration mechanisms and this optimality consists of more than merely exploiting lucky situations where the true worst-case 
performance of a potential solution is revealed.
In Section 4.1 we instantiate the generic notions of solution concept, aggregation method and potential solution per-
formance which we work with for the rest of the paper. In Section 4.2, for completeness and exempliﬁcation, we use our 
framework to formally derive the existence of aggregately-optimal Bayes output mechanisms and review previous results 
concerning the operation of Bayes; the concepts introduced in this section also serve the investigation of exploration mech-
anisms in the rest of the paper. In Section 4.3, building on results from Section 3, we prove the existence of exploration 
mechanisms aggregately-optimal with respect to Bayes for any budget and any history, both over X and over X nr; more-
over, we show that coupling such an exploration mechanism with a Bayes output mechanism yields an algorithm that 
is aggregately-optimal over A for any budget and any history. In Section 4.4 we describe the generic operation of such 
aggregately-optimal exploration mechanisms, then derive some constraints under which this operation is equivalent to a 
very simple procedure; the constraints are a subset of those under which Bayes is easy to implement, thus leading to 
a complete aggregately-optimal algorithm with a tractable implementation. Additionally, we show there is a large set of 
history-budget pairs for which free lunch holds over X nr × {Bayes}.
4.1. Framework instantiation for maximin solution concept and average-rank aggregate performance
Recall that the maximin solution concept is given via the quality function gmin introduced in Section 2.1. We call this 
solution concept C gmin , where
Cgmin(M)(s∗)= true ⇔ gmin(M)(s∗)=max
s∈S gmin(M)(s).
We map C gmin to a single-metric algorithm performance of the form φa(φo(φs)), with the dependency on C gmin fully 
encapsulated in φs, which fully determines φa(φo(φs)). We use a φs that cares only about relative ordering, i.e. not the 
actual values of gmin but their ranks. To do that, we assume that the set of values that a metric can take, V , is ﬁnite and 
deﬁne a rank function as follows:
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let |V | = p ∈N, p ≥ 2 and V = {v1, v2, . . . , vp} such that v1 < v2 < · · · < vp . We deﬁne:
rankV : V → 1..p, ∀i ∈ 1..p : rankV (vi) = i.
In fact, to deﬁne a rank function on V we only need V to be countable; however, we later need V to be ﬁnite anyway, 
in order to deﬁne average aggregation. Given this, we instantiate φs = φrgs , where:








In order to talk about aggregate performance, we need to also instantiate the aggregation Agg. We are interested in 
algorithms that perform very well under most circumstances even though they might occasionally perform very poorly. We 
therefore use averaging as a means of aggregation. Average embodies the assumption of a uniform distribution over metrics, 
which is likely not the case for real-world domains, where metrics tend to have some structure to them. However, since 
this is the ﬁrst work concerning the existence, operation and tractability of optimal algorithms for worst-case optimization, 
studying average aggregation is a useful stepping stone towards using expectation with more realistic distributions, such as 
the universal distribution [11]. Moreover, note that free lunch for worst-case optimization does exist even when assuming a 
uniform distribution.
Recall that aggregation is performed over the set of metrics consistent with the starting history. Therefore we need a 
way of averaging over Mc(Hs) that is well deﬁned for any Hs. If P , T and V are all ﬁnite, then the set of all metrics 
M : P × T → V is also ﬁnite, and so is Mc(Hs) for any Hs. In this case, we can use the standard deﬁnition of average (avg
described in Section 3.1).
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results we derive later in this section depend on the sizes of T and V , but are independent of the size of P . We therefore 
speculate that if existence of aggregately-optimal output mechanisms can be shown for the case of inﬁnite P (Proposi-
tion 4.4), then tractability conditions would look similar to the ﬁnite P case.
The ﬁniteness of P , V and T is assumed for the rest of the paper:
Assumption 4.3. From this point on, we assume P , T and V are ﬁnite, and let |T | = m ∈ N+ , |V | = p ∈ N+ , p ≥ 2 and V =
{v1, v2, . . . , vp} such that v1 < v2 < · · · < vp .
This assumption and the above deﬁnitions constitute the context for which, in the remainder of the paper, we investigate 
free lunch, existence, operation and implementation tractability of aggregately-optimal algorithms.
4.2. Existence, performance and operation of aggregately-optimal output mechanisms
Since the current context is such that S = P and P is ﬁnite, applying Corollary 3.34, we get:
Proposition 4.4. Under Assumption 4.3, there exist output mechanisms that are aggregately-optimal over O with respect to φo(φrgs ), 
avg and any H ∈H, and they take Bayes form.
For certain domains, implementing Bayes(φrgs , avg)(H) was shown to be tractable for certain H [27]. We review here 
the key elements of that proof, as they are also necessary for the study of aggregately-optimal exploration mechanisms in 
Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
Recall from Eq. (3.31) that the aggregate performance of an output mechanism, o, can be expressed via the aggregate 










This quantity, which we call the average rank of potential solution s given history H, can be expressed in closed form and 
only depends on H via those interactions in H that involve s [26,27]. More speciﬁcally (Proposition 4.9), it only depends on 
the number of distinct tests that s has interacted with in H, which we refer to as the number of tests seen so far, and the 
rank of the worst metric value over the interactions with those tests, which we refer to as the current rank. We express 
this formally as follows.
Deﬁnition 4.6. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. The number of tests seen so far by a potential solution s ∈ P given history H ∈H, denoted by 
nt(s, H) ∈ 0..m, is the number of distinct tests that s has interacted with according to H, i.e.
nt(s,H) = ∣∣{t ∈ T |∃v ∈ V : 〈〈s, t〉, v〉 ∈ H}∣∣.
Deﬁnition 4.7. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. The current rank of a potential solution s ∈ P given history H ∈H, denoted by cr(s, H) ∈ 1..p, 







if ∃t ∈ T , v ∈ V : 〈〈s, t〉, v〉 ∈ H
p otherwise
Note that the expression on the ﬁrst branch is equal to min〈〈s,t〉,v〉∈H rankV (v), since rank is monotonic.
To express the average rank of potential solution s given history H by means of nt(s, H) and cr(s, H), we introduce the 
following function:









Many of the results in the remainder of the paper rely on the interesting properties of the AR function. These properties 
can be consulted in the supplementary materials.
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The above formula depicts maximization over the entire set P , which could be very large. Fortunately, this is in fact 
equivalent to maximizing only over a much smaller set, as follows. The potential solutions in P can be partitioned based on 
H into partially-evaluated potential solutions, i.e. ones that appear in some interactions in H, and completely-unevaluated
potential solutions, i.e. ones that do not appear in any interaction in H. The number of partially-evaluated potential solutions 
is ﬁnite, equal at most to the size of H. There may be a very large number of completely-unevaluated potential solutions, 
but for any such s, nt(s, H) = 0 and cr(s, H) = p. Therefore, we only need to consider one representative value for all these 
potential solutions, AR(0, p). This amount does not depend on H, i.e. it is a domain constant.9
We can see at this point that the aggregate performance o of Bayes for a given history H depends only on certain 
parts of the information captured by H: how many distinct solutions are present in H and what is the number of tests seen 
by each and the respective current rank of each. We express this formally (Corollary 4.14) via the notion of a compressed 
history as follows.
Deﬁnition 4.11. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. A compressed history is a multiset with elements from 1..m × 1..p. We denote the set of all 
compressed histories by Hc.
Deﬁnition 4.12. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. The compression of the empty history is the empty multiset, compr(〈〉) = []. Given a non-
empty history H ∈ H, such that {s1, . . . , sx} = {s ∈ P |∃t ∈ T : 〈s, t〉 ∈ E(H)}, x ∈ N+ , is the set of all distinct potential solutions 
involved in some interaction in H, the compression of H, denoted by compr(H), is a multiset [〈k1, i1〉, . . . 〈kx, ix〉], where ∀ ∈ 1..x: 
k = nt(s, H) ∈ 1..m, i = cr(s, H) ∈ 1..p.




([〈k1, i1〉, . . . , 〈kx, ix〉])=max(AR(0, p),AR(k1, i1), . . . ,AR(kx, ix)).
Plugging these into Corollary 4.10 we get:

















Thus, the performance of Bayes(φrgs , avg) for a given history depends only on the compression of that history. The op-
eration of Bayes does as well, since Bayes will output a potential solution that has maximum average rank. Implementing 
this operation is tractable when the average ranks of potential solutions can be compared without being computed. When 
the domain and history meet certain conditions, comparing average ranks can be correctly done using only the k and i
arguments. Speciﬁcally, for this to be the case, each potential solution must have a large enough number of tests remaining 
against which it has not been evaluated. How large this number needs to be is a domain constant which is an increasing 
function of p. To make this formal, we deﬁne the following two functions:
Deﬁnition 4.15. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. We deﬁne the function maxk :Hc → 0..m as follows:
maxk(CH) =
{
0 if CH= []
max(k1, . . . ,kx) if CH= [〈k1, i1〉, . . . , 〈kx, ix〉], x≥ 1
In words, maxk gives the largest number of tests seen by any partially-evaluated solution with respect to the given 
(compressed) history.
Deﬁnition 4.16. We deﬁne the function bd : [2, ∞) →R as follows: bd(2) = −1 and ∀y > 2
bd(y) = log(y − 1) + log(y − 2)
log(y − 1) − log(y − 2) .
9 AR(0, p) has been written out as AR(c) [27], where c denotes a representative completely-unevaluated potential solution.
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y→∞
bd(y)
2y·log(y) = 1. Charts showing bd can be found 
in [27].
The tractability of Bayes(φrgs , avg) [27] can be stated as follows:
Theorem 4.17. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. If H ∈H is the empty history or a history such that all partially-evaluated potential solutions 
have current rank 1, then Bayes(φrgs , avg)(H) returns a completely-unevaluated potential solution. For any other history H ∈ H, if 
m − bd(p) > maxk(compr(H) \ (N+ × {1})) then Bayes(φrgs , avg)(H) returns among the partially-evaluated potential solutions with 
current rank greater than 1 the one that has seen the most tests, breaking ties in favor of highest current rank.
This procedure is easy to implement in an algorithm, provided that: 1) we know v1, the worst value in V ; and 2) we 
store all partially-evaluated solutions and their current worst value, and if this value is not the worst in the domain we also 
store all the tests that the potential solution has interacted with.
Knowing v1 is necessary in order to determine whether a potential solution has current rank 1; we do not need to 
know the rank of any other value in V , since comparing ranks is equivalent to comparing values. The described storage 
is necessary in order to maintain accurate counts of distinct solutions and their associated number of distinct tests seen. 
The required amount of storage is unbounded, but it might not increase monotonically over the course of the algorithm: 
whenever the measurement for an interaction of a potential solution with a new test yields the worst value v1, we can 
discard all measured interactions for that potential solution and store only the fact that it has rank 1.
In order for Bayes to be equivalent to the simple procedure for some non-trivial histories (i.e. histories other than those 
characterized by the ﬁrst sentence of Theorem 4.17), the domain must be such that m − bd(p) > 1. The larger m − bd(p)
is, the larger a history can be and still have Bayes’s application to it be simple. Therefore, the potential for Bayes simplicity 
is at the beginning of the algorithm. Note that for p = 2 we have m − bd(p) =m + 1, while maxk can at most be m, thus 
the condition holds for any history and any m, meaning implementing Bayes is always tractable for domains with binary 
outputs (e.g. where outcome of tests is pass/fail). For further details on the nature of the constraint on m, p and the history, 
as well as ways to reduce Bayes’s computational effort when the constraint does not hold, see [27].
4.3. Existence of aggregately-optimal exploration mechanisms and algorithms
From Proposition 4.4 and Corollary 3.24 and the fact that P , T and V are ﬁnite we have:
Proposition 4.18. Under Assumption 4.3, for any given n ∈ N there exist exploration mechanisms that are aggregately-optimal over 
X for that n and any Hs ∈H with respect to φa(φo(φrgs )), avg and Bayes(φrgs , avg).
This proposition also holds over X nr . The next question we tackle is whether in the context of φrgs , avg and 
Bayes(φrgs , avg) there exist exploration mechanisms that are aggregately-optimal for any n and any Hs. We show that the 
answer is ‘yes’, both over X and over X nr . In fact, the exploration mechanisms achieving aggregate optimality over X nr do 
so over X as well. Moreover, we show that combining such exploration mechanisms with Bayes(φrgs , avg) yields algorithms 
aggregately-optimal over A. To achieve all this, we ﬁrst introduce the following shorthand notation for performance of an 
exploration mechanism in our current, speciﬁc context.




















With this in place, we proceed through the following steps:
1. First, we establish some preliminary properties, which we use for proofs of results in subsequent steps. We derive two 
recursive formulas for e(ex, n, Hs) (Corollaries 4.20 and 4.21), depending on whether ex(Hs, n − 1) returns a repeating 
interaction or not; we also derive the exact expression for the base case of e(ex, 0, Hs) (Corollary 4.22) and show that 
e(ex, n, Hs) = e(ex, 0, Hs) for any history Hs that contains all interactions in E (Corollary 4.23);
2. Next, we focus our attention on exploration mechanisms in X nr . We express recursively the fact that maximizing e
over ex ∈ X nr is equivalent to maximizing over interactions (Lemma 4.24); this leads to a procedure for incremen-
tally constructing exploration mechanisms in X nr that are aggregately-optimal with respect to Bayes over X nr , for all 
histories and larger and larger n (Lemma 4.25); in turn, this means that there exist exploration mechanisms that are 
aggregately-optimal with respect to Bayes over X nr , for any budget and any history, and also provides a necessary and 
suﬃcient condition for such aggregate optimality (Proposition 4.27);
3. We introduce a notion of interaction type (Deﬁnition 4.28) and show that for exploration mechanisms in X nr maxi-
mizing e over interactions is equivalent to maximizing over a small set of interaction types (Lemma 4.34);
4. We show that an exploration mechanism in X nr that is aggregately-optimal with respect to Bayes over X nr for any 
budget and any history is also aggregately-optimal over X for the same (Proposition 4.35); this leads to our positive 
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aggregately-optimal over A for any budget and any history (Theorem 4.36).
Step 1. Following from the respective Propositions 3.17 and 3.18, we have the following recursive properties of e, relating 
performance for a given budget and history to one or more performance values for a budget smaller by one interaction and 
a history longer by one measured interaction:
Corollary 4.20. Under Assumption 4.3, for any ex ∈ X , n ∈ N+ , Hs ∈H such that ex(Hs, n − 1) returns a repeating interaction, i.e. 








Corollary 4.21. Under Assumption 4.3, for any ex ∈ X , n ∈ N+ , Hs ∈H such that ex(Hs, n − 1) returns a non-repeating interaction, 










From Eq. (3.14), Corollary 4.14 and Deﬁnition 4.19 we get the value of e for n = 0:
Corollary 4.22. Under Assumption 4.3, for any ex ∈X , Hs ∈H: e(ex, 0, Hs) = Bo(compr(Hs)).
Using Corollary 3.19, this further leads to the rather intuitive fact that all exploration mechanisms are trivially 
aggregately-optimal with respect to Bayes for any budget and any history representing the fact that the entire space of 
interactions has been explored:
Corollary 4.23. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. Any exploration mechanism ex ∈ X is aggregately-optimal over X with respect to 
φa(φo(φ
rg
s )), avg and Bayes(φ
rg
s , avg) for any n ∈ N and any Hs ∈ H such that E(Hs) = E , and e(ex, n, Hs) = e(ex, 0, Hs) =
Bo(compr(Hs)).
Obviously, this holds true over X nr as well.
Step 2. We start to focus on exploration mechanisms in X nr . We show that maximizing e over all exploration mechanisms 
in X nr is equivalent to a recursive maximization over interactions as follows:











ex,n− 1,Hs ⊕ 〈e, vi〉
)
.
Based on this, we can incrementally construct exploration mechanisms in X nr that are aggregately-optimal with respect 
to Bayes over X nr , for all histories and larger and larger budgets:
Lemma 4.25. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. Given n ∈N+ and an exploration mechanism exopt ∈X nr that is aggregately-optimal over X nr
with respect to φa(φo(φ
rg
s )), avg and Bayes(φ
rg
s , avg) for any budget between 0 and n − 1 and any history Hs ∈ H, all exploration 
mechanisms ex′opt given by:














exopt,n− 1,H⊕ 〈e, vi〉
)
• for any history-budget pair other than the above, ex′opt returns the same as exopt
are aggregately-optimal over X nr with respect to the same, for any budget between 0 and n and any history Hs ∈H. Additionally, all 
ex′opt deﬁned this way are in X nr.
Coupling this with the fact that all exploration mechanisms, including those in X nr , are aggregately-optimal over X , and 
therefore also over X nr , for budget 0 and any history, we get:
Corollary 4.26. Under Assumption 4.3, there exist exploration mechanisms ex∗ ∈ X nr that are aggregately-optimal over X nr with 
respect to φa(φo(φ
rg
s )), avg and Bayes(φ
rg
s , avg) for any n ∈N and any Hs ∈H.
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also necessary:
Proposition 4.27. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. An exploration mechanism ex∗ ∈X nr is aggregately-optimal over X nr for any n ∈ N and 















Step 3. Lemma 4.25 and Proposition 4.27 already provide some insight into the operation of exploration mechanisms that are 
aggregately-optimal over X nr . Unfortunately, they state that this operation involves maximizing some function of e, where 
e varies over a set E \ E(H), which is typically very large. We show that this can be reduced to optimizing over a much 
smaller set.
Given a history H, we group the non-repeating interactions in E \ E(H) into types with respect to H, based on what 
potential solution they test: a completely-unevaluated one or one among those partially-evaluated by H (made explicit by 
Deﬁnition 4.12 of compressed histories). Note that with respect to the empty history all potential solutions are completely-
unevaluated.
Deﬁnition 4.28. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. For any interaction e ∈ E , the type of e with respect to the empty history, type(e, 〈〉) =
〈0, p〉. Let H ∈H be a non-empty history such that E(H) = E , {s1, . . . , sx} = {s ∈ P |∃t ∈ T : 〈s, t〉 ∈ E(H)}, x ∈ N+ , and compr(H) =
[〈k1, i1〉, . . . , 〈kx, ix〉] (see Deﬁnition 4.12). Let e = 〈s, t〉 ∈ E \ E(H). The type of e with respect to H is:
type(e,H) = type(〈s, t〉,H)= { 〈k, i〉 if ∃ ∈ 1..x : s = s,〈0, p〉 otherwise.
We denote by T the set of all possible types.
We note a couple of things about this deﬁnition. Firstly, if a potential solution s is fully-evaluated, i.e. nt(s, H) =m, then 
E \ E(H) will not contain any interaction involving s. Consequently, for any e ∈ E \ E(H), if type(e, H) = 〈k, i〉 we must have 
that k <m. Therefore T takes the following form:
T =
{ {〈0, p〉} ifm = 1,
{〈0, p〉} ∪ (1..(m− 1) × 1..p) ifm ≥ 2.
Secondly, the test of the interaction doesn’t inﬂuence the type. Namely, ∀〈s, t〉, 〈s, t′〉 ∈ E \ E(H) we have type(〈s, t〉, H) =
type(〈s, t′〉, H). Thirdly, it is possible to have the same type for interactions involving different potential solutions, as follows: 
if ∃, ′ ∈ 1..x,  = ′ : k = k′ ∧ i = i′ then ∀〈s, t〉, 〈s′ , t′〉 ∈ E \ E(H) : type(〈s, t〉, H) = type(〈s′ , t′〉, H) (even though, by 
deﬁnition of compressed histories, s = s′ ).
The set of possible types a non-repeating interaction can have with respect to a history is completely determined by the 
compression of that history alone; we formalize this as follows.
Deﬁnition 4.29. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. We deﬁne the set of types possible with respect to the compressed history CH, T (CH) ⊆ T , 
as: T (CH) = {〈0, p〉} ∪ {〈k, i〉 ∈ CH|k <m}.
Note that while a compressed history CH is a multiset, T (CH) is a regular set. Additionally, CH does not contain any 
tuples 〈0, i〉, but may contain tuples 〈m, i〉. On the other hand, T (CH) always contains the tuple 〈0, p〉 (but not any 〈0, i〉
with i < p) and does not contain any tuples 〈m, i〉. Also, both their sizes are sub-linear in the size of the respective history:
Proposition 4.30. Under Assumption 4.3, for any H ∈H : |T (compr(H))| ≤ |compr(H)| + 1 ≤ |H| + 1.
We note that the maximization formulas in Lemmas 4.24 and 4.25 and Proposition 4.27 involve adding one more mea-
sured interaction to the given history. Additionally, we know from Corollary 4.22 that e(ex, 0, H) only depends on the 
compression of H. Therefore, we express the compression of a history lengthened with one measured interaction as a func-
tion of the compression of the original history, the type of the interaction with respect to that history and the rank of the 
measurement.
In words, if we evaluate an interaction for a completely-unevaluated potential solution (type 〈0, p〉) and observe mea-
surement vi , i ∈ 1..p, then we simply add to the compression the type 〈1, i〉 (the just-evaluated potential solution has 
seen one test and has current rank i). If we evaluate a non-repeating interaction for a partially-evaluated potential solu-
tion with type 〈k, j〉, k <m, j ∈ 1..p, and observe measurement vi , i ∈ 1..p, then in the compression we replace 〈k, j〉 with 
〈k +1, min( j, i)〉 (the just-evaluated potential solution has seen one more test and its current rank is the worse of its former 
current rank j and the observed rank i). We capture this formally via Deﬁnition 4.31 and Proposition 4.32 below:
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(
CH, τ ∈ T (CH), i)= CH \ [τ ] ∪ [inc(τ , i)]
where difference and union work as expected for multisets and
∀τ = 〈k, j〉 ∈ T : inc(τ , i) = inc(〈k, j〉, i)= 〈k + 1,min( j, i)〉.
Note that c is only partially deﬁned, namely for triplets 〈CH, τ , i〉 that satisfy τ ∈ T (CH). Note also that c is indeed 
properly deﬁned for τ = 〈0, p〉, since 〈0, p〉 /∈ CH and therefore CH\[〈0, p〉] ∪[inc(〈0, p〉, i)] = CH∪[inc(〈0, p〉, i)] = CH∪〈1, i〉.




)= { c(compr(H), type(e,H), i) if e /∈ E(H),
compr(H) otherwise.
Armed with these concepts and properties, we recursively deﬁne a function maxe operating on pairs consisting of a 
compressed history and a budget and performing maximization over types, and then show how maximizing e over X nr
can be expressed in terms of maxe .
Deﬁnition 4.33. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. We deﬁne the function maxe :Hc ×N →R by
maxe (CH,0) = Bo(CH),






c(CH, τ , i),n− 1).







n, |E| − ∣∣E(H)∣∣)).
In words, this means that typically (namely, when there still exist at least n not yet measured interactions) the maximum 
aggregate performance for a given history and budget is equal to an average of maximum aggregate performance values 
for a history longer by one measured interaction and a budget smaller by one, where the averaging is over all possible 
measurements and the interaction is chosen to have the type that maximizes said average.
Step 4. Having focused on exploration mechanisms in X nr for the last few steps, we now revisit the issue of aggregate 
optimality over the entire X and prove our intuition that returning repeating interactions when not forced to is ineﬃcient:
Proposition 4.35. Under Assumption 4.3, an exploration mechanism in X nr that is aggregately-optimal over X nr for any n ∈ N and 
any Hs ∈H with respect to φa(φo(φrgs )), avg and Bayes(φrgs , avg) is also aggregately-optimal over X for the same.
It immediately follows that there exist exploration mechanisms aggregately-optimal with respect to Bayes over the entire 
X for any budget and any history. Moreover, coupling such an exploration mechanism with Bayes yields an algorithm that 
is aggregately-optimal over X ×O for any budget and any history:
Theorem 4.36. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. There exist exploration mechanisms ex∗ ∈ X nr that are aggregately-optimal over X for any 











n, |E| − ∣∣E(H)∣∣)),
and the algorithm 〈ex∗, Bayes(φrgs , avg)〉 is aggregately-optimal over A = X × O for any n ∈ N and any Hs ∈ H, with respect to 
φa(φo(φ
rg
s )) and avg.
4.4. Operation and tractability of aggregately-optimal exploration mechanisms and algorithms
Lemma 4.25 and Proposition 4.27 characterize the operation of exploration mechanisms aggregately-optimal over X nr
from the perspective of maximizing over interactions. In light of Theorem 4.36, we further reﬁne these results and describe 
the operation of exploration mechanisms aggregately-optimal over the entire X with respect to Bayes from the perspective 
of maximizing over interaction types:
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n, |E| − ∣∣E(H)∣∣− 1)).
The proof of this theorem also hints at the possible existence of exploration mechanism free lunch over X nr : for a given 
H and n, if there exists a type τ ′ ∈ T (compr(H)) that does not maximize the above average, then there exists i ∈ 1..p such 
that any exploration mechanism ex ∈X nr satisfying type(ex(H, n), H) = τ ′ is not aggregately-optimal for budget n and history 
H ⊕ 〈ex(H, n), vi〉, i.e. we have free lunch over the set of exploration mechanisms returning non-repeating interactions.
For the case of m = 1, which is equivalent to traditional optimization, T (compr(H)) contains a single type, {〈0, p〉}, thus 
there is no opportunity for free lunch over X nr . This is in sync with the original no free lunch theorem [3].
For m ≥ 2, we characterize later in this section a large set of history-budget pairs for which free lunch does occurs. Here 
we give a small example of free lunch for a particular history-budget pair. Let m = p = 100, n = 1, and Hs be such that 
compr(Hs) = [〈2, 10〉, 〈1, 100〉]; that is, one potential solution has been measured against two tests and had a lowest rank 
of 10, while another has been measured against one test and seen the best possible rank of 100. We have T (compr(Hs)) =
{〈2, 10〉, 〈1, 100〉, 〈0, 100〉}. Any exploration mechanism ex ∈ X nr must return an interaction corresponding to one of these 
types τ when called with Hs and 0. The performance of the exploration mechanism depends on τ , since e(ex, 1, Hs) =
avg
i=1..p

























Therefore, any exploration mechanism that returns a non-repeating interaction of type 〈2, 10〉 is strictly aggregately-optimal 
over X nr for the given Hs and n = 1 with respect to φa(φo(φrgs )), avg and Bayes(φrgs , avg), and we have free lunch in this 
scenario.
Note that maximization over types is less daunting than maximization over unassessed interactions, as there’s a much 
smaller number of the former than the latter. Nonetheless, the quantity to be maximized is an average of p values of maxe ; 
since p could be large and maxe is deﬁned recursively as a maximization problem, this quantity appears computationally 
expensive for large n. We address the recursion and the maximization concurrently. We ﬁnd a constraint under which 
maxe can be expressed in closed form (Theorem 4.43). We show that under the same constraint the maximization has an 
analytical solution (Lemma 4.44) that is equivalent to a procedure that is easy to implement (Theorem 4.46). In fact, it relies 
on the operation of Bayes and the constraint describes a regime that is a subset of the regime for which Bayes is simple 
(Theorem 4.17), thus leading to a complete algorithm that is aggregately-optimal over A and can actually be implemented.
To express this formally, we introduce a few additional notions. The formula we derive for maxe (Theorem 4.43) is a 
weighted sum of average ranks corresponding to the types in T (CH); to help express it, we introduce an ordering over 
these types (Deﬁnition 4.39). This ordering also makes it easy to specify which type is the solution to the maximization 
problem.
First, we trivially extend the AR notation to work on tuples as follows.
Deﬁnition 4.38. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. For any k ∈ 0..m, i ∈ 1..p: AR(〈k, i〉) = AR(k, i).
Recall that a compressed history is a multiset whose elements are tuples from 1..m × 1..p. Consequently, the above no-
tation allows us to talk about the average rank of compressed history tuples and order such tuples based on their respective 
average rank. Speciﬁcally, we deﬁne the notion of the th best tuple of a compressed history CH, denoted by θ(CH, ), as a 
tuple whose respective average rank is the th best amongst the average ranks of all tuples in the compressed history; we 
also extend the deﬁnition of θ past the size of CH. Formally:
Deﬁnition 4.39. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. We deﬁne the function θ :Hc ×N+ → 0..m × 1..p as follows:
∀ ∈N+ : θ([], )= 〈0, p〉.
If CH ∈ Hc is a non-empty compressed history and 〈k1, i1〉, . . . , 〈k|CH|, i|CH|〉 are its tuples sorted so that AR(〈k1, i1〉) ≥ · · · ≥
AR(〈k|CH|, i|CH|〉), breaking ties in favor of larger ﬁrst element in the tuple, then:
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∀ > |CH| : θ(CH, ) = 〈0, p〉.
If CH does not contain any tuples 〈m, i〉 corresponding to fully-evaluated solutions, then we have T (CH) = {θ(CH, )| ∈
N
+}.
Two key properties underlie the tractability proofs. The ﬁrst states that under certain conditions, the ordering of tuples 
given by θ is equivalent with the decreasing ordering of their average ranks not only for  ≤ |CH| (by deﬁnition of θ ), but 
also past the size of CH:
Proposition 4.40. Under Assumption 4.3, for any CH ∈Hc:(
m− bd(p) > 1∧ CH∩ (N+ × {1})= ∅)
⇒ (∀1, 2 ∈N+, 1 < 2 : AR(θ(CH, 1))≥ AR(θ(CH, 2))≥ AR(0, p)).
The second property states that under a subset of the above conditions, this tuple ordering is further equivalent to 
ordering the tuples by decreasing ﬁrst element (representing number of tests) and breaking ties by decreasing second 
element (representing current rank):
Proposition 4.41. Under Assumption 4.3, for any CH ∈Hc:(
m− bd(p) >maxk(CH) ∧ CH∩ (N+ × {1})= ∅)
⇒ (∀1, 2 ∈N+, 1 < 2, θ(CH, 1) = 〈k1, i1〉, θ(CH, 2) = 〈k2, i2〉 : k1 ≥ k2 ∧ (k1 = k2 ⇒ i1 ≥ i2)).
Next, we introduce a set of coeﬃcients and use them in the closed-form expression of the optimal aggregate perfor-
mance.
Deﬁnition 4.42. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. We deﬁne the function coef :N+ ×N →R as follows:
∀ ≥ 1 : coef (,0) = 0,
∀n ≥ 1 : coef (1,n) = 1,
∀ ≥ 2,n ≥ 1 : coef (,n) = 1
p
· coef ( − 1,n− 1) + p − 1
p
· coef (,n− 1).
Theorem 4.43. Under Assumption 4.3, for any n ∈N, CH ∈Hc:(
m− bd(p) >maxk(CH \ (N+ × {1}))+ n∧ CH∩ ({m} × 1..p)= ∅
⇒ maxe (CH,n) = 1+
n+1∑
=1
coef (,n) · (AR(θ(CH \ (N+ × {1}), ))− 1)
)
.
The condition CH ∩ ({m} × 1..p) = ∅ basically states that the compressed history does not contain any tuples corre-
sponding to fully-evaluated potential solutions in a respective history. This is not particularly restrictive, since in real-world 
applications we never expect to be able to fully evaluate a potential solution. Note also that we are subtracting from CH
those tuples corresponding to potential solutions of current rank 1 (worst in the domain); this means such potential solu-
tions do not contribute anything to the aggregate performance. Also, the coeﬃcients are monotonically decreasing in the 
ﬁrst parameter, so the larger the average rank of a tuple/potential solution, the bigger its contribution to the aggregate 
performance.
The proof of Theorem 4.43 also shows that under the given constraints the solution to the recursive maximization 
problem in Theorem 4.37 is the type in T (CH) that has the largest average rank, i.e. θ(CH \ (N+ × {1}), 1). Formally:
Lemma 4.44. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. An exploration mechanism ex∗ ∈ X nr is aggregately-optimal over X with respect to 
φa(φo(φ
rg
s )), avg and Bayes(φ
rg
s , avg), for any n ∈ N and any H ∈ H satisfying m − bd(p) > maxk(compr(H) \ (N+ × {1})) + n
and compr(H) ∩ ({m} ×1..p) = ∅, if and only if type(ex∗(H, n −1), H) = θ(compr(H) \ (N+ ×{1}), 1) for any n ∈N+ and any H ∈H
satisfying said condition.
Building on the argument after Theorem 4.37, this Lemma leads to the existence of exploration mechanism free lunch:
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n satisfying m − bd(p) >maxk(compr(H) \ (N+ × {1})) +n, there exist i ∈ 1..p and e ∈ E \E(H), type(e, H) = θ(compr(H) \ (N+ ×
{1}), 1) such that there exists exploration mechanism free lunch over X nr for n and H ⊕ 〈e, vi〉.
While this result is only applicable to domains satisfying m − bd(p) > 1, for such domains it shows existence of explo-
ration mechanism free lunch over X nr for a possibly broad range of history-budget pairs (depending on how large m −bd(p)
is). Free lunch also exists in some cases when the domain does not satisfy m − bd(p) > 1, as shown in the example fol-
lowing Theorem 4.37. For the speciﬁc context investigated in this section, previous work had only shown such existence for 
domains with |P | = |T | =m and one history-budget pair, namely H = 〈〉 and n =m [1]. Existence of exploration mechanism 
free lunch over X nr was also shown for the maximin solution concept in a slightly different context: φs = φCs as described 
in Section 3.6, Agg being summation, H = 〈〉 and n being any multiple of m [14]. Both of these prior results require a very 
large n and for real-world domains we don’t expect to be able to run algorithms for m or more steps. Our new results show 
the possibility of free lunches for much smaller, therefore realistic, budget.
Returning to our main topic concerning operation of aggregately-optimal exploration mechanisms, combining Lem-
ma 4.44, Proposition 4.41, and Theorem 4.17 immediately leads to our main tractability result, namely that when H and n
are constrained as described, this operation is equivalent to a very simple procedure:
Theorem 4.46. Let Assumption 4.3 hold. An exploration mechanism ex∗ ∈ X nr is aggregately-optimal over X with respect to 
φa(φo(φ
rg
s )), avg and Bayes(φ
rg
s , avg), for any n ∈ N and any H ∈ H satisfying m − bd(p) > maxk(compr(H) \ (N+ × {1})) + n
and compr(H) ∩ ({m} × 1..p) = ∅, if and only if, for any n ∈ N+ and any H ∈ H satisfying said condition, ex∗(H, n − 1) returns a 
previously-unassessed interaction involving the potential solution returned by Bayes(φrgs , avg) for H (see Theorem 4.17).
Since m − bd(p) >maxk(compr(H) \ (N+ ×{1})) +n >maxk(compr(H) \ (N+ ×{1})), Theorem 4.17 implies that under this 
regime the operation of Bayes(φrgs , avg) is also equivalent to a simple procedure. Consequently, combining Theorems 4.36
and 4.46, we have a regime under which a complete algorithm is aggregately-optimal over A as well as easy to implement. 
As pointed out at the end of Section 4.2, to have such a regime at all, the domain must satisfy m − bd(p) > 1 and have a 
known v1, and the algorithm must be able to store interactions on the order of O (|H| + n).
Interestingly, while the full constraint depends on n, once in the constrained regime, the returned interaction does 
not. This means we can implement a budget-independent algorithm using the simple procedure in all cases, and it will be 
aggregately-optimal over A for any n and H satisfying the constraint. For any domain with binary outcomes (i.e. p = 2, 
m ≥ 2) the constraint is always satisﬁed, so this algorithm is aggregately-optimal for all budgets and histories.
5. Discussion and conclusions
This work contributes to the study of co-optimization algorithms the ﬁrst extensive framework for performance and 
optimality of such algorithms, along with generic existence conditions for optimal algorithms. Additionally, for a worst-case 
optimization context, the paper provides a description of the generic operation of optimal algorithms and a quantitative 
characterization of cases when this operation could actually be implemented and how.
We formally deﬁned general notions relevant to any instantiation of co-optimization: interactive domains; co-
optimization problems and solution concepts; co-optimization problem instances (metrics); algorithms that search for 
solutions to co-optimization problems; performance of such algorithms and their components (the exploration mechanism 
and the output mechanism) on a single problem instance and performance aggregates across many problem instances; and 
ﬁnally, what it means for such algorithms and their components to be aggregately-optimal or strictly aggregately-optimal, 
what free lunches are and how they relate to optimality.
These formalisms constitute a framework that provides a common language for both past and future research into co-
optimization algorithm performance and optimality. Indeed, we were able to express and explain previous pertinent results 
within our framework and thus point out gaps in the ﬁeld, some of which we ﬁlled and some that are still left for future 
research. Speciﬁcally, previous work had introduced context-dependent notions of optimal output mechanisms and stud-
ied the presence of free lunches in those contexts; aggregate optimality notions for exploration mechanisms or complete 
co-optimization algorithms had not been explored. We introduced general deﬁnitions of all these notions, and then used 
them to derive general conditions for the existence of aggregately-optimal output mechanisms, exploration mechanisms and 
complete algorithms. These include conditions for aggregate optimality for a given budget and starting point (i.e. history), 
as well as, in some cases, conditions for aggregate optimality for a given budget and any starting point.
These general existence conditions provide a starting point for future co-optimization research in any context. The frame-
work can be instantiated with speciﬁc choices of solution concept, way of measuring performance on a single problem 
instance, and method of aggregating over multiple instances, and the conditions for existence of optimal algorithms then 
checked, since they essentially involve properties of the single-metric performance, the aggregation method, and the domain 
itself.
Indeed, in the second half of the paper we followed these exact steps for a worst-case optimization context consisting 
of the maximin solution concept, rank-based performance aggregated by averaging and some ﬁniteness assumptions. We 
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malized the operation of such optimal algorithms. We showed that for certain domains, budgets and histories, this operation 
is equivalent to a very simple procedure. These existence, operation, and tractability results for complete aggregately-optimal 
algorithms in the worst-case optimization context are all ﬁrst-of-their-kind for non-traditional co-optimization.
The consequence of these results is that an algorithm using the simple procedure throughout (i.e. for all histories and 
budgets) is strictly aggregately-optimal, if the domain allows, for a wide range of budgets and starting points. Moreover, 
this potential for combined free lunch, optimality and tractability is for budgets and starting points that are more likely in 
practice, namely ones that are small compared to the size of the domain. Preliminary results suggest that the extent of this 
potential may be expanded by tightening some mathematical bounds that we know to be loose. And an interesting topic 
of future investigation is how far from optimality the simple algorithm strays once outside the friendly range. Finally, the 
simple procedure is budget-independent, which results in an algorithm retaining its optimality when unexpectedly stopped 
and restarted; this provides robustness with respect to common problems such as out-of-memory exceptions and power 
failures. This means aggregately-optimal algorithms are not just a theoretical curiosity, but can actually be implemented 
sometimes!
One limitation of the real-world applicability of the aggregately-optimal algorithm is that its optimality holds only when 
performance is averaged uniformly across metrics. While in practice the metric will not be known, knowledge of the prob-
lem domain will mean that certain metrics will be less likely than others. An algorithm that is optimal with respect to the 
uniform average may be suboptimal across the actual distribution of metrics. None the less, by studying the case of uni-
form distribution over the metric space we developed techniques and groundwork necessary for the study of non-uniform 
distributions. Preliminary results suggest that optimality results may be easily extended to non-uniform expectations about 
metrics if, while the likelihood of different metrics outputs varies, this likelihood is independent of the metric input. The 
empirical success of evolutionary algorithms is often predicated on the opposite: loosely speaking, similar inputs lead to 
similar outputs. Finding optimal algorithms for when the above independence assumption is removed may require different 
techniques and is an important area for future research.
Other possible extensions include stochastic metrics, stochastic algorithms and domains with inﬁnite sets. Incorporat-
ing stochasticity appears straightforward. We also speculate that the results that we derived in the context of worst-case 
optimization for domains with ﬁnite sets of potential solutions (P ) would look similar in the case of inﬁnite P if instead 
of average we use uniform expectation as an aggregation method. Inﬁnite, and especially continuous, sets of tests (T ) and 
metric values (V ) present additional challenges and may also require different techniques.
Perhaps the most interesting avenues for future work are those framework instantiations that would bridge co-
optimization with other ﬁelds of research: using runtime single-metric performance and worst-case aggregation instead of 
average/expectation to link with classical algorithm theory and black-box complexity; studying the reinforcement learning 
solution concept; and further exploring connections with supervised machine learning.
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